''It is not known if anywhere t*ie in the world political parties are involved
directly in luiine!5 the same way UMNO Baru and the <ther Barisan
N6onal romponent parties are.."

MONEY POLITICS
Amending UMNO Baru's
Constitution NOT the Solution
Certainly, money politics involves the actual
distribution of money to buy votes and support
during party elections. However, money politics
does not confine itself to that alone - it would be too
narrow an Interpretation of this phenomenon, says
P RAMAKRISHNAN.
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oney politics encompasses
the use of money to buy
votes and support during
federal and state elections. Additionally, in Malaysia it refers to the involvement of political parties
especially from the ruling group in
corporate business activities to such
an extent that it pervades every
aspect of politics.
It is not known if anywhere else
in the world political parties are involved directly in business the same
way UMNO Baru and the other
Barisan Nasional component parties
are. We seldom ever hear of state
contrJCts and privatisation projects
being awarded to companies belonging to political parties as is so common in Malaysia. Often such awards
are given even without conducting
the normal open tender process. Furthermore, a whole new breed of
businessmen has emerged, who have
benefited from their close personal
or family ties with key political
figures. It is the rule here rather than
the exception.
Political parties have no business
to be involved in business. A<;piring
to be a corporate giant in the business
world in order to have limitless funds
for electoral competition and acquisition of power inevitably leads

M

to money politics. This in turn breeds
corruption and cronyism. Politics
which should be about creating the
good society- just, peaceful, united
- is thus polluted by greed and
avarice.
In the last 10 years money
politics has become very pervasive
yet no serious attempts have been
made to arrest this. In fact, it would
appear as though it was never
viewed as something wrong and unethical, something that should be
avoided and despised.
On the contrary, it was happily
practised without remorse. This was
especially so during general elections, not simply during party elections. When parliament or the state
assemblies are dissolved. according
to parliamentary democracy the substantive government assumes the
role of a caretaker governmenL But
in Malaysia, the caretaker government has never behaved as one.
There is no line drawn and no distinction observed. It is, as it were, the
one and the same.
On the spot allocation of gmntc;,
announcement of new development
projects, distribution of goodies both
in cash and kind, granting of TOLs,
unbridled use of radio(fV and•the
print media (which they control and

indirectly own as well), massive
abuse of government facilities and
agencies, getting government servants to campaign, suspected
manipulation of the stock market,
the abuse of special allocations and
"pink forms" for new share issues, (a
typical case being the MaikaTelekom shares scandal), announcing of salary increments, dividends
etc, before elections, are some of the
gross abuses of the government
without any consequences. It
smacks of money politics.
Withholding funds for opposition-held constituencies and providing RMlOO,OOO to Barisan MPs (and
denying the same for opposition
MPs) forminorprojects to be carried
out in their respective constituencies
is to indulge in money politics. This
is politics without principles which
ignores the fact that whether one
votes for the opposition or supports
the ruling party, one is in the final
analysis a Malaysian. It makes a
mockery of the electoral process.
There are other evidences of encouraging money politics as well.
The Election Act of 1985 and the
Election Offences Act were
amended which further encouraged
money politics. The then permissible spending limit ofRM20,000 as

Standing up in support of the amendments to the party constitlltion: Rules and regulations cannot curb money
politics in the absence of real moral outrage.
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lot of people about
fought relentlessly and honestly.
the integrity and
And we must make the ACA an
honesty of our minindependent institution answerable •
isters. Why wasn't a
only to parliament.
probe ordered into
If the government is serious
about wiping out money politics. it
this? In the 1993
contest for the
must seriously consider the followUMNO
Baru
ing three AJiran proposals which
deputy presidency.
were put forward to the government
very serious allegaon March 10, 1986:
tions of money
"One, a regulation requiring a1J
politics were made
political parties involved in the elections to declare their sources offundand again without
Dr. M and his deputy singing the UMNO Baru theme
any action being
eong: It Is futile to tackle the problem at perty level
ing to the electorate. This means that
while allowing it to flourish during general elections.
taken. It was alparty accounts should be made
leged that delegates
known to the voters.
election expenses was raised to
were sponsored for holiday trips
Two, a regulation requiring alJ
RM50,<XX> for a Dewan Rakyat canabroad, share forms were freely iscandidates for both State and Federal
elections, to declare their fmancial
didate and from RM15,<XX> to
sued and money in Sabah, according
RM30,<XX> for one seelcing office in
to Tun Must3pha, dropped like
assets to the electorate. The fmancial
the Legislative Assembly.
leaves from the tree and he had. acassets of their immediate families
cording to reports, furnished proof in
But what was even more disturbshould also be publicized through a
ing was the move to increase a
register accessible to the ordinary
the form of receipts. What hapcandidate's deposit from RMl,<XX>
citizen.
pened?
Amending the UMNO Baru
to a ridiculous sum ofRM5,000. As
Three, a regulation compelling
a result, many good people with
Constitution or legislating new laws
elected members of Parliament and
limited means are prevented from
will not curb money politics. There
State Assemblies to vacate their
must be a revulsion for it It must be
offering themselves as candidates
seats the moment they cross over to
because of this stipulation which
another political patty."
seen and perceived as something
wrong and unethical. Additionally,
equates one's eligibility to serve
Aliran is convinced that the
above
measures
with the ability to pay the huge
deposit required.
would go a long way
To think that money politics can
towards checking
be controlled by amending the
the erosion of moral
values in the conUMNO Baru Constitution per se is
duct of public afwishful thinking. Rules and regulafairs.
If
our
tions by themselves are of no effect
government I~
in the absence of moral outrage for
are sincere about
money politics. Compounded to this
upholding integrity
is the lack of will to prosecute the
and honesty, they
offenders especialJy if they are from
the ruling party.
will welcome this
proposal. It is only
In early 1985, three UMNO
UMNO 811n.1 Youth Chief Rahim Tamby Chik and
through a concerted
politicians were nabbed by the AntiDeputy Chief Naul Aziz at • round-table discussion
on money politics: Political parties have no business and committed efCorruption Agency (ACA) at the
to be In busln•s.
Bayan Lepas International Ailport
fort that money
politics can be successfully comwith suitcases of money. What had
and more importantly, the involverolled. One cannot introduce new
ment of political parties and
happened to this case? Was the case
curbs to t.ackJe this menace solely at
against them dropped?
politicians in business activities
the party level during party elecshould also be curtailed. Favouritism
Why did the government keep
tions, while permitting the problem
mum over alJegations by Mark Foon
and nepotism must be clearly isoThan that he had acted as an agent to
lated from genuine business acto flourish and persist during general
elections and in the realm of
collect money from Hong Kong
tivities. More than that, we must
everyday business activities, ifone is
businessmen for Malaysian minilaunch a moral crusade to uphold
values and ethics in public life and
sters? This allegation in 1984
really sincere about eradicating this
created considerable doubt among a
declare war on corruption.lt must be
problem altogether. •
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MONEY POLITICS:

Perpetuating Elite Interests
In this article, ANIL NETfO trnces the origins of mooey politics and its
relationship to the NEP, the rorporate world of big business and
privatisation. It ;s in this wider framework that he explains why and how
vote-buying started to rear its ugly head.

Candidates in d ed.iom, according to him, seemed willing to sell their soul,
blinded as they were by the false god of money.

~~Money

talks ... and the politi ci an s listen "

he recent amendments

ITS ORIGINS

T

to the UMNO Baru
When did it all begin?
party constitution have
Some analysts trace the
once again highlighted the
origins of money politics to
worrying phenomenon of
the implementation of the
money politics. The amendNew Economic Policy
ments allow for disciplinary
(NEP) which was formuaction to be taken against
lated in the aftermath of the
members who indulge in votecommunal distwbances in
buying during party elections.
1969, and the subsequent inCommendable as these
volvement of political paramendments may be, they are
tics in the business world.
unlikely to curb the
This is only partly bue. For
prevalence of money politics
money politics has also ocwhich has taken a fum grip
curcd elsewhere where
on the elite strata of
rapid economic growth oc"Money poOtics in Malaysia is like
Malaysian society.
curcd and the government is
Money politics in
directly invovled in the
a cancerous tlmour which has
Malaysia is like a cancerous
economy, without necestumour which has spread
sitating the equivalent of an
spread rapidly thoughout the
rapidly thoughout the entire
NEP. The rise of cronyism
body politic in the absence of
entire body politic "
in the Philippines during
early detection and treatment
Marcos· time is a case in
The ugly pus from these now
point. The rise of money politics in
and cleaning the pus. is nothing
malignant tumours, in the form of
more than a stop-gap measure; the
Malaysia has also to do with the
vote-buying during elections,
sea change that occurred in
cancerous tumour inside continues
though detestable, is only the exterpeople's thinking, throughout the
to fester and spread and it is only a
nal symptom.
world. which saw increasing emmatter of time before it manifests
Wiping out vote-buying at
phases being given to materialism,
itself in an even more insidious
party elections, like wiping away
acquisition_, consumerism and selfform.
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ish individualism generally. It was
business world on its own using its
sphere with close tics with the
the period of "Reagonomics" and
investment arm Fleet Holdings.
ruling political parties.
''Thatcherism" too.
which held a major stake in the
Where once teachers
TheNEPhad two main objecprint media industry. It marlced the
dominated the UMNO general astives: to eradicate poverty and to
beginning ofUMNO's involvesembly, by the late eighties, the
restructure society so as to
ment in the business world; an inpolitically-connected businessmen
eliminate the identification of ethvolvement which would not only
had assumed key roles in the party.
nic groups with the various
benefit businesses linked to the
The stakes for leadership of the
economic activities. No
party were now much
doubt, there has occured a
higher. Whoever assumed
reduction in the incidence
key posts within the party
of poverty. the fJISt objecalso had access to the levers
tive. However, while abcontrolling the sources of
solute poverty has been
funding to the party. Elite
reduced, relative poverty
businessmen linked to the
has increased
party began to hedge their
The increase in relative
bets by aligning themselves
poverty is directly related to
with the main party canthe strategies and programdidates in the hope of future
mes adopted to realise the
gain should their candidates
NEP. Initially much attenwin. The contenders in the
tion was given to resolving
party elections on the other
rurnl Malay poverty. the
hand were keen to tap into
"By August 1986, after another
fJISt objective. Slatutory
the party's business links to
bodies were created and
obtain adequate funds for
round of dirty general election
funds were made available
their campaigns. Soon, the
to improve educational
dividing
line between busicampaigning, then Aliran president
facilities and arrest alarmness and politics was
ing school dropout rates, to
blurred.
Chandra Muzaffar wamed 'that
With this backdrop, it is
provide land and resettle
money politics is becoming more
easy to understand why and
rurnl dweUers, to make
available technology, credit
how vote-buying slarted to
pervasive, that conuption is
rear its ugly head. Canand marlceting facilities,
didates in elections seemed
etc. By the early 1980s
becoming more calCeroUS- .' ''
willing to seiJ their soul,
however, greater attention
blinded as they were by the
was given to the NEP's
false god of money.
second aim of restructuring
And it was not just consociety. Moreover, the
ruling party but also secure a crufined to party elections. By August
focus was on boosting the equity
1986, after another round of dirty
cial source of funding for the
ownership of the indigenous comrr.unity through the setting up of
party's activities.
general election campaigning, then
Aliran president Chandra Muzaffar
trust funds, special allocations of
It was around this time that a
shares to select individuals and the
warned "trot money politics is beseries of fmancial scandals - often
coming more pervasive, that corinvolving politicians cloaked as
dishing out of slate contracts and
subsidies to a chosen few. In the
businessmen and corporate bigruption is becoming more
cancerous, that social greed is
process, a new class of Malay
wigs- rocked the country.
capitalists and millionaires
All this - the fixation on equity
reaching frightening proportions."
lf anything, the situation has
emerged, who were beholden to
ownership through trust funds and
the state for contmcts and subsideteriorated considerably since
various agencies. the creation of a
new class of Malay (and nonthen.
dies.
Malay) millionaires through the
By 1988, the original UMNO
UMNO had also assumed a
was declared illegal. UMNO's ~
awarding of contracts and
more dominant and confident posipatronage, UMNO's entry into the
tion in the governing ruling coalisets were transferred to the Official
tion. Rather than continue to rely
corporate world - contributed to
Assignee and the rival parties UMNO Baru and Semangat 46 on MCA businessmen for its fwldthe emergence of a new elite group
ing, it decided to venture into the
of individuals in the business
started a membership drive in their
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'development' projects of doubtful
value to the ordinary citizen e.g.
the multi-billion ringgit airports,
dams, highways and property
development projects where the ultimate beneficiaries are big businesses and corporations and the
wealthy elites who control them. It
explains why we are obsessed with the need for
satellite television, a fourth
television channel and
mobile telephone communications nctwolics.
It explains why little
emphasis is given to
agriculture and food
production. the construction of low cost houses.
the eradication of poverty
and illiteracy, adequate and
affordable health care, and
world.
"Mahathir's pr1vatisation
Mahathir's privatisation
the supply of electricity
progmmme. the ostensible
and
water to all citizens.
programme, the ostensible objective
It explains why the
objective of which was to
improve efficiency and
orang asli. the aged. the
of which was to improve efficiency
reduce the burden of the
sick and the disabled. the
and reduce the burden of the
homeless, the hard-core
bureaucracy, had also
poor are not at the centre of
smoothened the transfer of
bt.reaucracy, had also smoothened
the country's gmnd
state assets and the award
development plans and its
of lucrative contracts to
the transfer of state assets and the
industrialisation programprivate corporations headed
mes, the proclamation to
by politically well-conaward of lucrative contracts to
create a "caring society"
nected businessmen.
notwithstanding.
The above discussion
private corporations headed by
Yes. money talks and
which highlights UMNO's
the elites listen to those
involvement in business
politically well-connected
who have the money. The
should not be understood to
businessmen."
truth tn3Y be hard to swalmean that only UMNO
low but it remains the truth.
Baru is involved in money
Money politics will not dispolitics. We know too that
ethnic group of individuals who
appear overnight because of some
the MCA, Gerak:an, MIC and the
•
amendments to a party's constitupurport to act in the people's interparties in Sarawak and Sabah are
tion.
ests. It ignores the highly skewed
deeply involved in, and also
Is there any way to get rid of
and unjust distribution of the
responsible for money politics.
nation's wealth in favour of the
money politics then? The steps are
elites and the middle class. ll perquite simple as outlined in the
EUTE INTERESTS
petuates a system which allows a
preceding article. But what is soreSo, we can sec that money
production opemlor to cam a
ly lacking is the political will to go
politics is much more than just
paltry RM350 a month while the
against the tide of the elites and
vote buying. It is the wholesale inchief executive officer of the same
Big Business.
trusion of the political world into
But armed with Courage, Incompany gets a fat monthly salary
the corporate sphere and vice
tegrity and a Sense of Justice, it is
of RM20.<XX>.
versa. It is a culture of greed and
It explains why so much emnot impossible to wrench this hortn3terialisrn which leads to corrupphasis is given to privatisation prorible tumour out from the body of
tion at the core.
jects and multi-billion riggit
our society. •

race to claim ownership of the assets.
In the event. UMNO Baru
backed by the government
machinery had the edge but it was
no longer regarded prudent for the
party to own assets directly.
Through a series of cmfty, complex corporate manoeuvres,
including reverse
takeovers, Renong
emerged as the UMNO
Baru corporate flagship. Individual proxies now acted
on behalf of UMNO Baru,
at the helm of its vast array
of~ interests. No
longer was the party leadership accountable to the
members for the party's interests in the corporate

It subverts the democmtic
process- no longer is the ordinary
citizen's voice given much weigh~
instead money talks - and the
politicians listen. (Look no fw1her
than the last Sabah state election.)
It perpetuates the interests of the
elites who, incidentally, are a multi-
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HEART TO HEART

A Tribute to Neighbours
• Neighbours are
our best friends

been bestowed with. Let us nO( lose
this gift!

they are peq>le who live next dooc.to
w. But mere than thai., they are the
ones who laugh with us, cry with us
aro make our neighbourhood a meaningful ploce to live irt
I have been blessed with good
neighbours and I am always very
grateful and thankful. They arc often
around when I need canpanionsh.ip oc
people to laugh with. cocnplain to oc
share my sorrow with. They otTer
good, ~ advice when it's
needed. They console us when somebody dies oc when we lose a beloved
pet; they comiserate with us on our
misfortunes. We share things with
each othcc and we go places together
occasionalJy. As ~h neighbour
reciprocates each other's help, the
whole JlUCCSS accclemles until it becomes noona1 to help each other
without hesitation.
However, it is when we fall sick
and are incapable of helping ourselves
that good neighbours become a gift.
never to be scorned at During sickness, we feel miserable and sorry roc
ourselves. This is when we feel so very
grateful when neighbours rally round
to &YCJXlre nourishing drinks and food
for us, inconveniencing themselves.
All this renews our faith in mankind
which may, in life, be shaken along the
way. Good neighbourliness footers a
hope that society might yet swvive
modem day stress. So long as there is
meaningful contact between people.
and care and considcr.uion foc one
another, there will be a kind and caring
society - kindness to each other and to
all focms of life is the only way to
ensure that hwnans remain humane, a
Wlique quality that only mankind has

• Trustworthy
neigbours
~osiah is single. She ~ to live in

~are neigbours? Physically,

LR

a rented terrnce house.
When she was about to leave for
Mecca to perform the haj, Rosiah
handed over her house keys to her
next-door neighbour. Mr Soong.
One day, Rosiah 's landlocd, Encik
Hashim. came to repair the roof. He
brought along with him a tall ladder.
Mr Soong came out of his house
to enquire what Encik Hashim was up
to.
Encik Hashim explained his intention.
"I'm oorry," ~d Mr Soong.
"Rooiah did not tell me anything about
this. I'm afraid I cannot let you enter
the house."
Try as he might, Encik Hashim
could not convince Mr Soong that he
was indeed the landlord.
"I am sorry," insisted Mr Soong.
"How do I know that you are not an
imposter?"
Near exasperation, an idea struck
Encik Hashim.
"You wait, OK?" he told Mr
Soong. "I'll go get Mak Anjang, your
other neighbour. She knows who I
am."
Mr Soong knew Mak An_P.ng
quite well and Mak Anjang used to
accompany Rooiah to perform the
terawih prayers during the fasting
monlh of Ram:ldhan.
So, it was Mak Anjang who convinced Mr Soong of Encik Hashim·s
identity. Only then did Mr Soong
allow Encik Hashim to enter the
house.
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When Rosiah retwned frcm
Mecca, Encik Hashim told her what
had happened.
"How lucky you are, Rosiah, to get
a neighbour like Mr Soong. He really
was a trustworthy peiSOO - so
amanah."
Mr Soong was a good neighbour
in many other ways. When Rooiah's
car broke down, Mr Soong drove her

to the office.
Even after Rosiah moved into her
own house a few miles away Mr
Soong continued being neighbowiy.
One day, Rosiah heard someooe
honking his car hom outside her gate.
By the time she realized it was meant
foc her to hear and by the time she
opened her door the car had gone.
When she went to the gate she found
a plastic bag of cili padi hanging on the
gate. She immediately knew that it
was from Mr Soong because she had
mentioned to him how much she liked
cili padi. Since Mr Soong grew them
in his garden he had driven over to give
Rosiah the chillies when they ripened
Mr Soong had given !XliXlyas from
his garden as well as Rosiah discovered one day when she returned
from work.
On her JXU1. Rosiah reciprocated
by saving her used newSJXIPelS and
sending ~m to Mr Soong's house
twice a month as Mr Soong has a
SWldry shop.
Additionally, whenever she
returned to her kampWig she was sure
to bring back some fruits that were in
season for Mr Soong.
These neighbowiy octs go a long
way in fostering a caring society. In an
urban setting, our neighbours are
sometimes moce p-ccious than our
relatives who live far away. •

HDM

If the character and conduct of the
Melayu Baru is like that of its leading
proponents, then I as a Malay not only
reject it but condemn it.
AminJusoh
BUITERWORTH

The Editor
ALIRAN MONTHLY
P.O.Box 1049
10830 Penang
Malaysia
We welcome letters from readers. These letters may be edited for
purposes of space and c larity. The views may not be those of AU RAN
MONTHLY. Pseudonyms ore accepted but all letters should include the
writer's nome and address. Letters should preferably be typewritten
with double spacing; if handwritten they should be legible. Letters
should be addressed to the Editor. AU RAN MONTHLY.

DISTURBING
TRAITS OF THE
MELAYU BARU
Much has been said and written
aboul the new breed of bumis - the
Melayu Baru. Of course, one would
expect this new breed to be well-educated and knowledgeable, highly
principled, and ethically and morally
of high calibre.
Sad to say, when you subject the
words and deeds of the leading
proponents of the SO<alled 'Melayu
Baru' to close scrutiny, some disturbing facts emerge.
FltSt, before the UMNO Baru
elections, the President called for "no

Ghafar Baba: Victim of the Me/syu
S.ru syndrome?

contest" for the two top posts - that of
President and Deputy President. The
proponents of the new breed ganged
up as the Wawasan Team and conducted a despicable campaign, in
which money politics reigned
supreme against Ghafar Baba.
When the battered Ghafar
resigned as Deputy PM, one of the
Wawasan Team shamelessly said that
Ghafar had wisely heeded the
UMNO Baru President's advice not
to contest the Deputy President's
po~1!

When Sabah UMNO Baru
deserted Ghafar after a visit there by
one of the MelayuBaru armed with a
cheque book - Mustapha supplied
enough information and documentary evidence such as receipts for
payment of money - no action was
taken against the perpetrators of this
corrupt act.
And look at the behaviour of the
leading Melayu Baru proponents in
the recent Sabah elections. No money
involved? No use of State machinery ·
like RTM and Information services;
eh? No inducement offered to the
political grasshoppers (ex-PBS Assemblymen) to join the Barisan? The
people of Sabah voted in the PBS and
yet today the Barisan rules. The
political trickery involved can be better imagined than described.
Aliron Monthly 1994:14 (6) Page 9

LOOK AT ISLAMIC
TEACHINGS, NOT
"ISLAMIC"
COUNTRIES
I am concerned about the many
statements made by your non-Muslim readers on Islamic subjects in
your magazine recently.
The writers do not seem to understand Islam (well, I don't blame them
because nowadays many people who
do not understand Islam try to speak
on Islam for personal gains). They are
trying to suggest changes - which
could create a serious misunderstanding oflslamic teachings- to suit what
they understand to be the universal or
democmtic way. Most of the examples used are sometimes not
relevant to the subjects that are being
discussed.
Islamic teaching requires that a
person has to convert to Islam fll'st
before he or she can marry a Muslim
partner. This is quite common in
Malaysia (in some cases, there is also
heartbreak). I am not going to question the sincerity of the converts,
whether they sincerely believe in
Islam or just want to get married.
The question here is that if we
were to change this teaching or requirement, then Muslims can no
longer be called Muslims and Islam
can no longer be caUed Islam because
we have created a new teaching
which is totally different from what
Islam preaches.
Although Islam forbids its followers to convert to other religions,
frankly, I wish the media would highlight cases of Muslims who embrace
other religions in foreign countries or
even in Malaysia

I believe this will create more
dedicated Muslims in Malaysia who
appreciate and practise Islamic teachings instead of being Muslims by
name which we can see is quite common in Malaysia nowadays. Also,
noo-Muslims will get the chance to
see which are really Islamic teachings
and which are not
As for why the Malaysian
government is only sensitive to the
Muslim cause in Bosnia but not the
Ctuistians in Sudan or East Tunor, I
assume that Carmelia Xavier, (Letters, AM 1994: 14(2), knows that the
majority of the people in this country
are Muslim. If the government tries
to help the Christians (which has her
own guardian - the Pope), what will
happen to the country? I wouJd imagine that the existing Malaysian
government wouJd be replaced the
very next day.
I am not going to question the
sincerity of the government but then
I believe most of the things are done
to please Muslim voters in this
country. Furthermore, how many
Christians are there in this country
compared to believers of other
religions e.g. Buddhists and Hindus?
Most of the time, conflicts around
the world are not started by religion,
but by man's greed for power and
wealth, nationalism and racism.
Religious issues are usually used to
win support and sympathy. We can
see this in Sudan, Nepal, Thailand
(Palani), the Philippines (Mindanao).
Indonesia (East Tunor), Bosnia,
Northern Ireland etc.
Does Carmelia know that the
Baath party of Iraq and Syria were
actually propagating atheism in the
beginning? Both regimes, Assad's
and Saddam's are known to have
killed dedicated Muslims in the
thousands. In Syria, Muslims are not
even allowed to sport beards. But
then, when it comes to tallcing about
Islam in the international scene. these
two regimes are in the forefront besides Saudi Arabia. Libya and, as you
mentioned. Malaysia

There is no Islamic country in the
world today. What we have are actually countries where the majority of
the people are Muslims who are
governed by a secular government
Therefore, it is not right for anyone to
say that Islam does not teach her followers to help believers of other
religions who are in need. Neither is
it right to judge Islam by looking at
her followers without looking at the
Islamic teaching itself.

taken its course, and they would have
been in a position to give Lee Majors.
a run for his six million.
Witnessing stuff like this has really depressed our university students
who have simply given up and
decided to devote more of their time
to the share market. discotheques and
pubs.
Shy OM.
PENANG

31 March 1994

Concenred Reader
SUBANGJAYA

DEPRESSED OVER
POLITICAL ANTICS
Some say being an opposition
politician is a thankless job. After all,
you only get to watch videos (and not
act in them) and nothing short of a
capital offence would allow your picture to appear over television. You
can't even enjoy the simple pleasures
in life like demolishing heritage
hotels.
Some chaps thought it to be so
bad that they decided to become 'respectable citizens' instead, holding a
few inconsequential appointments
and making a few predictable statements about issues which by no
stretch of the imagination could
annoy the powers-that-be.
Like old Bush who went that
extra mile for peace (he couldn't go
further on account of rising gasoline
prices), some of our chaps, whom a
Lord President (a better one) once
labelled as a 'primitive lot' (which
many of us believed was an uncalled
for insult on the caveman), decided to
go that extra million for the sake of
the people in the Land Below the

Wind.
This resulted in the winds of
change blowing over that land- I'm
not talking about loose change, mind
you. Those who had crossed-over
earlier must surely be kicking themselves, for if they had waited, the law
of demand and supply would have
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THE ART OF
DISGRACING ONE'S
COUNTRY
The powers-that-be always take
to task concerned and committed individuals for displaying the courage
to stand up for what is right and just.
But the people who disgrace the
country are the Barisan politicians by word as well as deed. Just look at
the money politics involved in the
recent UMNO Baru election.~ What

morality and ethics did those who got
elected display? What credibility in
the world community will such
leaders have?
Just look at what the Barisan did
in Sabahl Despite all the dirty tricksmoney politics, use of the national
mass media including the electronic
media, the PBS was voted in. But the
losing party is governing Sabah
today. Malaysia - a democratic
country? We are the laughing stock of
the world. What a way to disgrace the
country!
The illogicality of our Barisan
leaders takes the cake: The frequent
forex losses by Bank Negara - what
are the people to think of it? The
opposition leader rightly took the
Government, especially the Finance
Ministry, to task. (Remember, that the
opposition leader is paid to do this
job).
But look at the Finance Minister's
response. Whose brain went "rosak"
in Kamunting7 What did Anwar ex-

pcct - a kiss on both cheeks and a
bouquet for managing the nation's
Central Bank with such efficiency?
Pertaaps he expects to be elevated
with a "Tan Sri" leading to a "Tunship" for his meritorious services!
I often wonder what kind of
reports our foreign ambassadors send
to their home governments about our
so-called leaders. I have no doubt that
many of these reports will contain
enough to disgrace our leaders.
BK Tan
BUITERWORTH

* On Saturdays, both TV2 and
TV3 air Indian movies at the same
time.
• Subtitles arc only shown for
Tamil programmes. What about other
programmes?
* Every evening, at 6 pm and
7.30pm, Chinese dramas are shown
and on Sunday, both channels show
Chinese movies and dramas. Sunday
is an off-day. So, why don't we have
Indian programmes?
We shall be very grateful if th~
Minister could kindly accept our request and solve the problem.
Haran Singh

BE FAIR TO INDIAN
MALAYSIAN TV
VIEWERS
Although we are Indian
Malaysians and taxpayers, we do not
enjoy much entertainment over
television. Various clubs and organizations have brought up this
problem. It remains unsolved.
* We don't need too many
movies. We accept local dramas and
various Indian cultural shows.
* On Thursdays and Fridays,
Hindi and Tamil shows are aired at
the wrong time when three quarters
of the people are at work.

Why still no Indian prog.-.mm.,
Minister?

RAWANG

SABAH ELECTIONS:
POLITICS WITHOUT
PRINCIPLES
With reference to the Sabah Elections, as a Malaysian, who fervently
believes in democracy and competitive politics, I hang down my head in
shame.
Of course, the Barisan will swear
that the elected PBS Assemblymen
switched parties on their own free
will and that no inducement or
gmtification was offered.
The rakyat know exactly what
happened despite the eunuch-like behaviour of the mass media. Despite
the despicable use of money, mdio,
television and the government apparatus like the information services,
the Barisan was defeated. The swrk
truth is that the electorate in Sabah
voted in a PBS government.
What happened subsequently is a
severe indictment of the Barisan - its
lack of principles, morality and
ethics. Fine Ieadca'l>llip by t:xamph:!
The behaviour of the Barisan in
destroying the people's will is a disgrace by any standard of political behaviour. I believe such a thing is only
possible in Malaysia under such
leadership and this disgraceful event
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may well qualify for inclusion in the
Guinness Book of Records!
H this is what the Barisan really
is, then it should stop masquerading
as a democratic coolition of parties.
Let us have no general or state elections and declare to the rest of the
world that our under-developed
leadership wants a one-party state - to
ensure their own interests and survival.
A word to the ex-PBS assemblyman - you are political opportunists minus any poli\ical principles.
To the Barisan, you have successfully disgraced the country and its
people in the eyes of the democmtic
world.
MKTan

PENANG

DID THE SABAH
GOVERNOR ACT
CONSTITUTIONALLY?
The aftermath of the February
State election in Sabah this year
raised several constitutional issues
regarding the role of the Governor as
the Head of State.
That drama raised two important
questions:
* Could the Governor refuse or
delay inviting the leader of the party
into his palace - a leader who commands the popular support of the
people - to fonn a government?
* Could the Governor refuse to
act upon the advice of the Chief Minister - for example by refusing to give
consent to dissolve the State Legislative Assembly?
Under the Convention, a Head of
State is bound by a Rule of Practice
which requires him to act, in his
capacity as a Head of State, upon the
advice of his government i.e. the
Chief Minister as the Head of
Government This Convention is ~
plicable to all Commonwealth
countries including Malaysia.

As a Head of State, the Governor
should not be seen as interfering with
the administration of the State as he
tw not been elected through the
democratic process.
I am sure the majority of the
people of Sabah want to see their
Head of State remaining neutral, independent and non-paf1isan.
" Sawa)Vlll.
Saban
University of Keek
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
31 March 1994

SALUTE OUR NEW
PREMIER
CONSTITUTION!
Since independence, the Federal
Constitution tw undergone several
surgical operations. She has been
slashed by a lethal weapon called
"amendment" but she still survives.
The Federal Constitution is now as
pretty as our government wants her to
be.
The Federal Constitution is the
sacred document of progress, law and
activity in this country. Now,
Malaysia has a "new" constitution
that is far more powerful. So, let us
salute our "new Premier Constitution."
Every statement and announcement of our PM becomes the
new law and procedure of our
country. These laws come from verbal announcements and are made
without constitutional reference. His
latest statement on restricting the
power of the Election Commission to
track the vot.ers'list is still fresh in the
media. This shows that every commission and state-federal procedure
must be related to our PM's wishes
and notaccttding to the requirements
of the Federal Constitution.
The tribunal investigation and
removal of former Lord President
SalJch Abas marked the beginning of
the new constitution. In recent years,
a few opposition leaders and

educationists were arrested under the
ISA for exposing national scandals.
These arrests were mainly to ease
political pressure and to lubricate the
truth. The "new" constitution
believes that democmcy can only be
saved by undemocratic rule.
For the sake of democracy,
Malaysians should close our minds
and support our "new" constitution.
As for the Federal Constitution, our
government is qwte capable of fmding a dark place for it in Muzium
Ncgara. So much for Vision 2020.
Shan
TAlPING

'WE GREEN THE
WORLD"
"We Green The World". Yes. No
doubt about iL Once. we touch down
at Subang. we arc greeted by a big
green space. Yes. the Malaysian way
of taking care of the environment golf courses. As we drive towards
Subang Jaya, we see big billboards
whkh read. "You are passing by a
rubber plantation - We green the
world" followed by a similar
billboard for palm oil.
Not only has the Government
greened the world, the plantation
community has over the years been
kept in the "green". So "green" are
they that. in spite of the 265 per cent
rise in per capita income of the
average Malaysian in the last 20
years. their real wages have dropped
over the years.
For the last five years, forests
have been cut down for development.
plantations have been converted for
development. urban settlers have
been relocated for development,
Orang Asli settlements have been
resettled for development and much
more. AU for development.
Besides this, numerous golf courses have been built to maintain our
greenery. Also. many people are tWlling green. carrying green pla.\'1ic
bags, wearing green t-shirts while
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bwldings and schools have been
painted green to balance the eco-system. Carlsberg started the 'TWll the
can green' campagin and The Star
painted its logo green instead of the
usual red for the new year.
It won't be long before we start
asking people to eat less vegetables to
preserve the greenery. Perhaps our
Information Ministry will come out
with yet another bright idea like
sewing the largest green banner in the
world with the wocds "We green the
World" and once again put ourselves
in the GWnncss Book of Green
Records as the greenest nation in the
world.
So much for the environment and
development. Development for
whom?
Pufer to wear Black.
PEIA.UNGJA.YA
24 September 1993

EMPOWERING
THE ORANG ASLI
The recent announcement that the
Orang Asli Affairs Department is
now under the Ministry of National
Unity and Social Development is indeed a timely one. The Minister, Napsiah
Omar,
expressed
the
commitment of the government by
afftrming the aim to bring the Orang
Asli into the main!itream of the
nation's socio-economic development.
The Ministry now has the opportunity to reorientate the department
with a more integrated perspective
and a clear commitment to sustainable development. There is an urgent need to reformulate the current
Ten Point Plan to Help Orang Asli
( 1990) into a National Policy for the
Development of Orang Asli.
Aclear policy on partnership, empowem1ent and integration will further enhance our commitment to our
fellow brothers and sisters, who have
been sidelined in the development
process.

I

become the pattern.
The Ministry has the orientation
to provide this dimension. It has made
positive attempts to move away from
its charity/welfare mould towards
fostering self reliance.
Since 1968.ithasadoptedasocial
development perspective towards social welfare and made the appropriate
structural changes. Its section on ~
cial Development can provide further
input. It seeks to enable full participation ofdisadvantaged communities in
the socio-economic development of
the nation.
The Ministry might also consider
developing the active involvement of
voluntary and private sector bodies.
The weU-being of the Orang Asli
community must become the concern
of all Malaysians. The Ministry has
the experience in mobilizing an allMalaysian effort to address the plight
of the Orang Asli community in
partnership with them.
A clear policy description and
strategy is essential to chart an agenda to address the issues and challenges fxed by the Orang Asli
community.

I

On a peninsula
so minuscule
that it is a speck of dust
on the satellite map
I cannot help
but be close to you.
Peering at my melanin
I see my brown is just
a shade darker
than your yellow
"We are skin close.

History traces our origins
back to the same kampong
our roots are one.
Yet they have the audacity
to tell us
we cannot belong to the same party
we are poles apart
you are the north pole
I the south
differences separate us
li<e the span of
half circumference of the globe
the distance is a schism
of their making
to separate you from me.

Denison JayasooriD.
Director, Centre for CommuniJy
Studies
KUALA LUMPUR
25 January 1994

Surely the savage cold of polarisation
k~ls as predictably as the frost
and ice of the poles.
NKS

KLUANG
Pan,ncrship in the development
process is working 'alongside' and
'with· rather than 'for'.ll is a process
which operates using the 'bouom up'
approach as opposed to the 'top
down· approach. To fulftl this
process, appropriate sbuctures need
to be created to facilitate effective
implementation.
Empowennent is letting disadvantaged persons regairr control. It is
to enable the powerless to exert at
least some means ofcontrol over their
lives. It is enabling affected people to

be involved in the decision making
and planning process.
It is facilitating people's movement. It is activating mutual self-help
among people, working together in
their common struggle to deal with
their common problem. In order for
any development project or
programme to be effective, it must
become part of the people's dreams
and vision. This is where it is essential
for us to develop a policy which is
culturally relevant to the people concerned. Working alongside and with,
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CORRUPTION
ALLEGATIONS:
MAHATHIR'S
REACTION
DISAPPOINTING
If coJTUption is the crux of the
whole matter in the latest "Buy
British Last" policy, Dr Mahalhir
owes not only the British media but
all Malaysian taxpayers an explanation.
In the lightofthestrongeconomic
growth in Malaysia, one has always
wondered about the criteria involved

in tender exercises. Are the best ftnns
with the most competitive quotes
given top priority for projects or are
those which have strong connections
to the ruling party (UMNO Baru) or
those that are willing to offer ''kickbacks" given preference?
Mahathir should stand up and live
up to the image of leader of the Third
World by taking up the challenge to
sue the British newspapers Gust like
Lee Kuan Yew did to The Star) if he
is innocent.
We, Malaysian taxpayers, don't
need to hear a "redefinition" of the
word corruption from the Cabinet
millionaires who have been supporting Mahathtr not as a matter of principle but rather in the hope of
remaining in the rich pastures of the
Malaysirul political arena.
Integrity
PETAIJNGJAYA
28 February 1994

DETENTION
WITHOUT TRIAL:
AN OUTDATED
FEUDAL PRACTICE
I welcome the review of the Internal Security Act (ISA) by the Prime
Minister Dr Mahathir.
While welcoming the review of
the ISA which allows for detention
without trial, there is a question marlc
as to his seriousness in this matter.
The ISA should not be only reviewed
but the government should remove it
once and for all. If our worthy Prime
Minister can launch the long-tenn
challenge of VISion 2020, I don't see
why he should stiU uphold the feudal
practice of detention without trial.
The ISA should have been
abolished years ago. In fact, the
government should abolish the ISA
foUowing the elimination of the communist threat in Malaysia. They
should not have imprisoned more
than 100 victims of Operang Lalang
(1987) as a result of this feudal prac-

tice. Moreover, 40 detainees under
Operation Lalang, for instance Yunus
Ali, Lim Kit Siang and P Patto, were
granted two-year extension orders
without justification by the government.
What took the government so
long to realise that this antiquated Act
needed to be reviewed when people
have been opposing it for years and
even victimised as a result of it?
To prove that the government is
sincere and has realised that this Act
is unjust, they should compensate
those victims who have suffered
especially the MPs. These innocent
and distinguished personalities who
were detained without trial, without
being proven guilty in a cow1 of law,
should be compensated.
People should remember these
distinguished personalities who have
struggled at the cost of their lives for
justice, democracy, the fight agai~
corruption etc. Their struggle should
be
acknowledged and their
honourable endurance recognised.
In addition, the government
should also review the out-of-d!lte
University and University Colleges
Act (UUCA) which was bulldo1-Cd
through Parliament in 1974.
LPtngLam
TAPAH

APPOINT SELECT
COMMITTEE TO
INVESTIGATE
PERGAU
In the wake of the irresponsible
and ill-informed coverage by the
British media of the S<Kalled Pcrgau
Darn Affair, I think the government
should appoint a 'Select Committee'
to investigate this serious allegation.
Ministers and/or officials should
be questioned in-depth in a way that
is impossible on the floor of the
Dewan Rakyru and they should be
obliged to explain and justify their
actions. Thus, any refusal on the part
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of a department to give evidence will
be seen as an evasion of accounf-

ability to parhament.
The general principle is that it is
the duty of the officials to be as helpful as possible to the committee, and
that any withholding of infonnation
should be limited only to assertions
that are necessary in the interest of
good government or to safeguard national security. And it is the responsibility of the Minister to inform the
committee of what had happened and
of any corrective action taken.
Inquiries could cross department
boundaries. Not only the departments
themselves but others involved or affected by their policies - nondepartmental public bodies, political
parties, industrialists - may be called
to give evidence.
Thus, the committee could prise
many facts and explanations from the
departments that could not have been
expected in any other way. The published reports as a whole would constitute a considerable body of
information about the alTair.
Saban Sa wayan

University 0/Kttl~
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
14 March 1994

SCANDALS

Riches, Romance and Rahim
Disturbing Accusations Hound a Rising Political Star
he Porsche in his garage
shares accommodation with a
sporty Mercedes Benz. a
flashy Honda motorcycle and his
wife's BMW. "I don't normally
drive them," says Rahim Tamby
Chile. "I just keep them for sentimental rea<;OOS." But for critics of the
dashing Malacca stale chief minister, the luxury wheels show that
some things are not right in
Malaysia's history-steeped state.
"His total assets are wOlth about $25
million," claims Lim Guan Eng, a
Malaccaopposition MP. "Yet his accumulated salary over the time he
has been chief minister is less than
$750,000." Rahim calls the charges
"wild allegations." But he says he
woo 't sue. Retorts Lim: "He dares

T

not."

"They might be a bit cautious."
Malaysians are watching how
the issue plays out not only for rising
star Rahim, but also for Anwar,
Mahathir's heir apparent. The latter
zealously guards his image as a
straight arrow. "Anwar gave a very
strong warning against corruption
during the UMNO campaign," explains Fuad Hassan, a Selangor state
assemblymar~. "He said. ' I supported
this [Vision] group on condition that
they perform weU and try to improve
their private lives.'" Many took it as
a pointed reference to the Malacca
chief and others whose alleged misdeeds have caused concern.
On performance. Rahim stands
on stronger ground. The economics
grnduate get~ things done. "He's
very capable," says academic and

UMNO activist Rahman Said. "He
has developed Malacca very weU."
Even oppositionist Lim agrees. "If
you compare Malacca with other
states, I'd say there's much more
progress,"
he
concedes.
Businessmen take to the chief minister. "He's not just bright, he's
clever," says Harith. "He's been
working pretty hard marketing the
state to other countries. And it's been
fairly successful."
Named in 1982 to head
Malaysia· s second-smallest state by
population, Rahim was - and still is
-the country's youngest chief minister. Malacca has few natwal resources. "Through systematic planning,
we've laid new foundations for
growth and development," says the

soft-spoken Rahim. "Nowourmteof

Rahim, 44 takes it calmly, "A court won't solve
political problems," he
says. The politician also
shrugs ofT tales about his
alleged womanizing. But
even some members of his
political party say the mud
seems to be sticking. He
was on Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim's
powerhouse "Vision Team"
that swept key posts in polls
of the dominant New
United Malays National
Organization. Rahim won
as UMNO Youth chief- but
by a smaller margin th:m
expected. Anwar and Prime
Minister
Mahathir
Mohamad are said to be
concerned. "It may now be
an arm's-length type of
thing," says Malacca-based Rahim: Set for a larger state, but adverse reports of his private life may prove a real
broker Harith Merican. burden.
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Anwar: The heir apparent to tha PU
appea,.. to guard hla atraight-arrow
image.

economic growth is 9.2% - No. 5
after the Federal Territory, Selangor,
PenangandJohore." Tourism is a big
earner. Founded in the fifteenth century, Malacca was occupied by the
Portuguese, the Dutch and the
British. Under Rahim, historic sites
were restored and hotels and resorts
built.
The chief minister has pushed
industy. During his term a $3-billion
refinery was built in the state by
national oil company Petronas. It has
been chosen as the site for a lightplane plant. "In terms of costs.
Malacca is more advantageous than
other states," says Rahim. "And we
make it ea<;y for investors. Our 'onestop' agency can approve applications quickly." His can-do approach
has impressed Kuala Lumpur.
"Rahim has a good sense of direction," says Fuad. "He can smell the
vision of the leaders - and speed it
up."
As UMNO Youth head, Rahim
seems set for a larger stage. Many
predict he will run for a federal seat
in general elections due in 1995 but
widely expected this year. He may
then rise to the cabinet, positioning
him for a key post in a future Anwar
administration. But accusations of
corruption could hold him back.
They are so bold, specific and widely

known that even senior party officials privately say they could lead to
Rahim's downfall.
"The matter of Rahim's large unexplained assets has been brought up
in Parliament a number of times,"
says lawyer and oppositionist Katpai
Singh. Lim has filed complaints with
the Anti-Conuption Agency. The
ACA has asked Rahim for a list of
his assets. But. says UMNO loyalist
Fuad, "there has never been any
proof of wrongdoing in the investigations." Lim, an accountant by
training, concedes that merely getting rich is not a crime. "It's not
illegal for a member of the administration, unlike a civil servant,
to accumulate extraordinary wealth
beyond his official means," he says.
"It's morally wrong, but it's not illegal."
As Rahim's main critic tells it,
the chief minister, who comes from
a middle-class family, directly or indirectly owns houses, large tracts of
land, a resort hotel, shares in at least
seventeen companies and luxury
vehicles. Acquired over ten years,
Lim alleges, the assets are worth 33
times Rahim's official salary for the
same period. The oppositionist
claims Rahim could only have become rich through corrupt means.
"I'm given to understand that the
ACA possesses sufficient evidence
to prosecute Tan Sri Rahim, but
refuses to do so because of political
considerations," Lim wrote Anwar
in November.
Except for the vehicles, which
Lim values at $790,000, Rahim
denies owning most of the items in
Lim's list. "I don't have interests in
them. Nor does my family." Some
UMNO members don't seem convinced. In the last party elections,
says Lim. the Rahim reports he
lodged with the ACA were widely
distributed. "His chaps had to explain," he add'>. "They expected at
least a majority of 150, especially
since Anwar personally pitched for
Rahim. Yet he won by only 44
votes." Laughs Rahim: "One vote is
victory."
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What about his alleged
womanizing? By most accounts, the
flamboyant chief minister is something of a ladies' man. In 1985 a
Malacca waitress, Josephine Nunis,
sued him for supposedly reneging on
a promise to marry her. She laJer
withdrew the suit. Rahim supporters
are not wonied. Says one: "Such
behaviour has never stopped other
politicians from getting on." Others
say Rahim, married to Zabedah for
20 years and with four children, has
mellowed. The chief minister may
not have much choice. Reckons Karpal: "I don't honestly think Anwar
will want to tolerate things of that
nature."
Indeed, some wonder how
strong Anwar's support for the
Malacca politician really is. "Rahim
isn't areal Anwar insider," says Rahman. "I don't really think that Anwar
has marl<ed him as a person with a
good image." He backed Anwar's
successful bid last yearforUMNO's
No.2 post, throwing over incwnbent
and fellow Malaccan Ghafar B3ba.
That helped swing others to Anwar,
since it was clear Ghafar wouldn't
even win his own state. Anwar was
grateful. And in finding allies, Rahman says. "It's difficult to get a very,
very clean man." Adds fellow
academic A.B. Sharnsul: "People do
repent all the time."
Rahim says he is selling his cars.
"He's trying to clean up his act," says
Lim. "I hear he's trying to dispose of
all these properties." But the chief
minister's nemesis vows to continue
the fight. "He's carrying this burden
of corruption," says Lim. "He's
swimming and trying to reach the
shore. Now he's strong. But sooner
or later this burden will drag him
down." Rahim simply shrugs. Is he
rich? He hesitates before replying: "I
have enough." Is he working on a
new image? "Not necessarily." In the
-end, says Rahim, there's only one
judge. "We have to trust th.£.POOple.
It's up to them to decide." •
Source: AS/A WEEK, April 20,
1994

ECONOMY

PRIVATISATION
Contemptible or Comical?
The F"mance Minister has
labelled critics of the governments approach to privatisation as an "obstinate band of
comics". In this artide, DR
KUA KIA SOONG takes a
critical look at the way
privat.isation has been·carried
out and reveals who the real
comics are. What is clear, he
says, is that our economy has
grown in spite of and not because of the government's
privatisation policies.

these pirates is the medicall'cllth service.
The Government should not try to
claim credit for the rxesent well-being
of the Malaysian economy which is
the product of the toil of Malaysian
wOikers and our abundant resoorces.
Those who really know the
pri vatised industry concemcd, such as

THE REAL COMICS

n his last budget speech, the

I

Finance Minister p:lSSed sneering

remruts at those who criticire the

manner in which choice state a.~ts

have been privati~ the way in which
pivatised industries are being looted
befocc our eyes wilhout a care f<l' the
interests of the rakyat. He said:

Anwar: Isn't the present system of
privatisation "mortgaging the
interests of the r•yky•f'?

"'There stiU exists an ob&tu\:lte
band of comics who~ in their

misguided view lh.11 pival.isation
means mongaging the interests of the
rakyat ..."
In f:K:t, I would say that ~me of
the worst injustices to the Malaysian
rakyat today are being commiu.cd
Wlder the guise or privatisat.ion,
whether it is the eviction or urtxln ~t
tlers or the giving out or multi-billion
contracts. These powerful and wcUcoonect.cd interests are getting away
with murder and it is time for the
Malaysian public to be concerned
especially when the next target f<J'

the energy industry, wiU 1mow who is
more corrUcal. But it goes beyond a
,idee when crises like September
1992's big Blackout happen as
forewarned.
When we cast our mind lxlck to
November 1990 when I fU'St buught
up the s:andal at Tenaga Nasiooal,
wasn't the Minister's antics com.ic4lJ?
The energy crisis which erupted in
1992 shows that he had deliberately
misled Parliament
This privatiscd energy is still ridden with corruption, crooyism and
mismanagement Things haven't really changed that much since 1990.

Samy: Corruption, cronyi.s m and
mismanagement persist in the
privatised energy industry.
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If the Finance Minister or the
Energy Minio;ter fail to provide good
answers to these queries which I wiU
now raise, we wiU know who are the
real comics.
Ftrst of all, if the Fmance Minister
knows his simple arithmeti;: and adds
up all the megawatts of installed
genera1ing capacity which our power
stations are capable of p'Oducing, he
will fmd out that we should have~
3,<XX> MW more than the p-escnt
generating ca)XlCity. So where has this
3,000 MW gone?
According to the 1992ll.N diary,
there should be some 7,OCXJ MW installed capacity. But why is it that only
4,6CX) MW is currently being
produced?
The reason is that even the newly
installed machines keep failing. Why
should this be when, like the ones at
Port Klang, they are new machines.
At the time when the seven gas
turbines were awarded to ABB, the
House was told that the supply of the

turbines was "very urgent". Now I Wl·
dastand, they are not w<ning.
The question is. why has no actioo
been taken against the suppljer of the

machines?
I tmderstand there is a secret inter·
nal lLN report 00 these gas lwbines
and that this rqxJft is in the hands o(
the 1NB executive chairman, Ani
Alq)e. The rmance Minister, if he
does not think this is conUcal, ~
ll9e his good offices to fmd out the
cootents oC this repcrt.
And talking about "matgaging
the rokyal' s interest", I would like to
ask the Finance Minister and Energy
Minister: WOO is JXlying for the nonavailability of energy while these tur·
hines are not operating?
Why have there been oil fu-es in
these n.bincs? I understand that the
Indian govenvnent has met the same
publem with the supplier of turbines
but the Indian Governrncnt is suing
ABB. But what aboulthe Malaysian
Government? Does it care about the
rokya( s interests?
Then there are the 11 lwbines
wtOCh should have been rehabilitated
by BHL (Bharat Eleclricals) in 1992.
11v'ee years after delivery, ooly three
turbines have been rehabililaled while
eight OChers have not been since BHL
terminated the cootracl
But there have been no penalties
imposed on this contracta. Why not?

THE RAKYAT'S
INTEREST?
Fa JXivatisation to be in the
rokyat' s intc:re&, certain criteria must
be met, otherwise it is a joke, namely.
• The privatised ~rvice must be
cheaper and beUer than that fonnerly
puvided by the State. Hit is flOl. whal
bencftt is there for the rokyaf?
In this regard, the exhorbitant rnte
oC highway/raid toll, the electricity
and phone tariffs and the dictataial
attitlde oC Telekool are lxld advertiser
mencs f<r JXivatisatioo.
• The privati~ service must be
m<re etflCient than that ..-ovided by
the Government.
After the Big BlackOtt and other
incooveniences since 1992 and the

many complaints against the postal
and telephone sen<iccs, this criterion

out earlier. And as I have mentioned,
because they are unfmanccable, they
have to go to our pensioo funds for
fWlding. But how many oC these billioo oollar ..-ojccts can EPF sustain?
It looks like the I.RT System is
also seeking salvation through the
EPF. Now, how did the I.RT SySlem,
after seven years of failed attemJX$ to
seek fmancing, suddenly become
flJl.'lllCC3ble? No« the least impcx1ant
consideration is that some oC the bosses whocootrol thesecompanic" have
soch bad track records that lheyamnot
fmd any bank which will back them.
Having failed in the marlcet. they
have apparently fallen back oo political support through their allegedly
good cormections with the PM and the

clearly has not been met.
• The privatis!d industry must no«
have assistance fmn the Government
in order to be viable.
Here. the recent phenomenon of
the IPPs (IJ'l<kpcndeot Power
PrOOocers) is instructive. These IPPs
have been relying on political and
fmancial assistance from other than
private financial sources.
IPPs. such as Y1L and Sikap
Power have been depending on their
rep<X'ted connections with the PM and
the Fmance Minister for access to
licences as well asothercooveniences.
e~ially sowces offunding.
They have failed misembly in their
own efforts to get internatiooal banking soorces to
back them and have now
gooe to the EPF. the pension fWlds of Malaysian
w<Xkers for fwuling. Y1L
Power Generation has just
signed an agreement with
EPF for a RM2.66 billion
credit facility.
Blll who is taking the
currency risk for the
foreign technology which
will be needed for the
power stations since this
loon will be given to Y1L
in ringgit?
In the fU"Sl place, if the
Govenvncnt is truly concerned for the rokyar' s interests, why have licences
been given olll to $2 companies like these instead of Next on the privatiution list: Medical services I
to proven credible corFmance Minister and are now making
porations and agencies in the energy
w.e of the pension funds contributed
line?
through the swC3l and ~ of
I also understand that Y1L•s
Malaysian workers.
project stands on l.LN land. But are
The Finance Minister will have to
they JXlying mrutet rates for the land
they are using or have they come to
account to the people when these IPPs
some "amicable arrangment" which
have to be bailed OUl in the futwe. If
the constant mortgaging of the
allows them to reap benefits which are
rokyal's interests through the many
not in the interest of the consumers?
scandals committed by the BN
In tenns of unit cost. the electricity
Government were not so tragic and
which these IPPs will be producing is
reportedly more expensive. This aJ.
contemptible, it would indeed be comready fails to meet the fm>1 criterion set
ical. •
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in isolation. They must mix freely if they are to be in hme
with how society thinks and feels.
And so what, if the Lord President wishes to play golf

~

~VY ;.• •stf.IF";S!

Thank goodness. the judiciary is once more safe and
respectable. The Lord President's name has been cleared
ofany wrongdoing by the Attorney-General and he is not
cooupt as alleged. But was there any doubt in the fli'St
place? Surely, we had all along believed that Tun Hamid
Omar and Loy Hean Heong of MBF, two of the busiest
and most important men in the country, met in the
former's chamber to chat for 35 minutes about
sentimental things like birthdays. farewells and

with all soru of chamctcrs. or is seen in expensive
restatuants every other night of the week in the company
of businessmen and other "beautiful people of high
society" (we are not saying that he does)? That's his
business. Also, we think the Attomey-Genetal is laking
to his duties as the government's lawyer in such a rme
way that any client with a huge problem on his hand
would surely wish that he was their counsel. And that's
a compliment
Fmal.ly, all those who think that the only honourable
thing for Hamid to do is to resign should shut up. That's
Hamid's business, none of ours. Besides, such dUngs are
just not done in this country and we should, • our leaders
tell us, follow our own customs and traditions instead of
blindly aping the west
What about the resignation of the Bank Negara
Governor, you ask? Well, what can we do if the man
wishes to ape the west!

•
ROLL OVER, HERE I COME

retirement

Thank heavens too, that Hamid's sale of his former
official vehicle, a Mercedes Benz, to a secondhand car

dealer had been entirely innocent And that the dealer was
able to re.c;ell the car to MBF Securities a day later was
300 entirely coincidental. Truly. some lives are filled
with such wondrrlul coincidences. And we arc also
happy for Hamid's son-in-law who was incredibly
fommatc to secure a 100 percent loon from MBfFmance
to purchase 37 million shares of Innovest Bhd. All of this.
we must ~ was through no connection whatsoever
of his father-in-law.
We are 300 relieved to learn that Hamid bought a
RM120,682.13 OJerokee Jeep (considered the Rolls
Royce of fow-wheel-drives) from MBF Commercial
Vehicles Sdn Bhd with his own money. May he enjoy
many joyful hours of fow-wheeling just as his daughter
and Ol-in-law must now be enjoying the small fortune
they made from investing (with borrowed money) in
1nnovcst shares. We are not so cynical as to disbelieve
that there could have been thai many curious
coincidenCes involvitg Hamid and MBf.
And really. we think thalthe MP for Bukit Bintang
should immed.iaaely stop trying to cast further doubts on
the relationship between Hamid and the MBF Group. It's
cruel to question a friendship that is clearly established
on such rum ground: the love for sentimental chit-chats
and mOIOring. What business is it of ours ifHamid wishes
to act differently from his olher judicial colleagues? After
all, judges are not monks and cannol be expected to live

We are wondering whether Dr Mahadlir enjoyed his
brief holiday in FrJnce recently. Or whether it's been a
holiday with some moments of~ anxiety. Days after
he flew off with his doting wife for a continental rest. an
English newspaper here carried on its front page a ralhcr
provocative colour photograph of his increasingly
popular and ever so telegenic deputy. Anwar Ibrnhim
was depicted at the 'controls of an excavallX', smiling
confidently and with bolh hands rumly in concrol of the
machine. The caption read: In the drivel''s seat. The
message was unrnisl.:lbblc: This man was ready to lake
charge.
More and more, the talk especially in the capital is
that Anwar is more lhan ready to lake over, thai his
supporters may even want him to move into the top slot
within the next five years. The image of Anwar • a
successor to Mahathir seems to have been fumly
engraved in the minds of most Malaysians. His approach
to some issues have been a refreshing contrast (for the
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moment at lea.\1) to lhe somewhat authoritarian style of

Mahalhir. His high profale has an appeal of its own for
Anwar is able to connect to lhe m1iroy m:Jn in a way
that Mahathir has been tmable to.
Of course, Anwar's men will vehemently deny any
rift between the two personalities but then, so did
Mahathir and Musa Hi&am. In fact. boch of them even
went to the extent of hugging each other just before the
big break. After aU, Malaysian politics is never quite whal
it seems on lhe surface and one has to read betweent the
lines - and the smiles and hugs - to get the real picture.
Meanwhile the rift that is surely ~ disguised - the
one between Anwar and Daim - appears 10 be growing.
In an interview with a regional magazine, lhe latter w-JS
anything but enthusiastic aa the prospect of the fonner
becomin& Prime Minister. When asked (by the
magazine) whetha" he would be happy to see Anwar as
PM, lhe older man replied: "Mahalhir is a very strong
leader. As long u he is healthy and wants to C3ll)' on. we
are interested in seeing him do so. He has only been
deputy PM a few months. You grow with the job. Give
Anwar time. And when the PM initialed the &kun Dam
project. he said he'd want 1o be a'Ound for the opening
in 2002." That's as good as saying that he'd rather see
anyone else but Anwar in the PM's seat.

•
HELLO SAMY! @•#$*!
Samy VeDu receives an average of 750 10 800 calls
a day, half of which are abusive. This astonishing
~came from the rnouJh of none other than Samy
himself when~ that Teletom Malaysia would
10011 introduce a system which allows subsaibers to
receive selected caDs. Thm:'sliUie doubt that one of the
fn subscribers to make use of lhis service will be Samy
himself.
He a a fine one to be complaining about receiving
lllmM ~lephone calls. What about lhe lasl general
election when he was n:poncd to haw conducted part of
his campeian via ldephone. He was said to have called
up every Tom. Dick and Hany wilh a relehone in his
constilUMCy 10 ask them to VOlt for him. It is quite likely
lhat many ~lephone owners in his constituency wiU also
want to subscribe 10 Ibis 9CrVice in order" 10 screen any
calls from him in the coming general election, that is,
asswning he will be contesting since the talk is that he
will be put permanently on hold.

blowing through his head! True, the waves dwing the
monsoons may be big enough to swf on, but the sea ·
dwing this period is also at its most dangerous with
conditions quite unlike !hose of beaches lmown for their
swfs. Besides. swfers not only love big waves, they also
look for the sun. No one is going to be in the mood for
swfmg under a grey, gloomy sky, with a howling wind
and 10rrentialra.in to boot. In fact, no one in his right mind
would be out on the beach on such a day.

•
ALl BABA LIVES ON
Almost all Mruays who were awarded timber
concessions in the stuc sold them to other parties for
quick money, according to the Mentcri Besar oC Selangor
when opening the AGM of the Selangor Mllay Clamber
of Conunerce. lie seems upset by the fact, as though it
were something new. But was it not only last year when
the newspapers highlighted repor1S that the royalty oC a
certain state had done exactly the same - selling off their
timber concessions for quick money'?
The MB, who is himself somewhat related to the
Selangor royalty, said this showed a laclc of will on the
part of Malays to succeed in the tough timber business.
In other words. they were not prepared to ean their
money the hard way but preferred to forego a million or
two by just accepting the price offered by others who did
not mind slogging it oul.
Ironically, a day bter, the man believed to be the
richest in the country, was rcp<Xted as urging the Malays
to pr-epare them:.clves for the global challenge. His
speech was also made during a Mally Olamber of
Commerce mocting, but for the Kuala Lumpur brnnch.
It boggles one's mind to imagine thepressw-esthal Malay
businessmen must be facing - still afraid to venture into
the forests at home. yet being pushed to take on global
challenges. Is it tittle wonder then that ~ of them
prele~ to join the rest ol Malaysians in taking the even
easier way out- making a fast buck in the stock exchange.
Talking of the stock market, the man who "advised"
Malaysians not to speculale too much in the stock m:Rct
told a regional maga7.ine that, "I don't have privaae
businesses. I only invest in the stock market". WcU, well.
well. WhaJ a ~lendid case oC calwp lak strupa bikin,
except of course common folks "speculate", while he
"invests". And this is the man who tells other Malaysians
off for playing the stock market. What
self-righteousne~!

•
The Deputy Minister ol CuJiure. Arts and Tourism

Ia sugested promo&ing the East C<mt ~a wrfcrs'
pamdi9c durin& the monsoon season from November to
February. He JCCkons lhal surfers could be aumcted to
these parts by the high waves known to hit &he East Coast
during lbese monh. The high wiNk musa also be

CHANNELS GALORE
Mr RTM said we may be having as many ~ 30 TV
chalmels by 1996- five ordinary channels. another five
on cable and a lOCal of 20 from satellite broadc3sls. ~
sounds wonderful. Docs this mean that when one
switches from one channel to another dwing ccrtlin
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hours of the evening, one would not end up with
propagandist songs on aU three channels. They seem to
enjoy torturing us tluough three ch3nnch at the same
time.
W ouJd it also mean access to more than one version
of news. Although there are now three channel~. we are
basically getting one and the same version of news - the
government version - especialJy when it comes to
domestic affairs. However, many poople have doubts as
to whether we would have free access to international
news after the BBC episode. What is there to slOp the
lnfonnalion Ministry from interfering given the way Tok
Mat. 10 appeace Indonesia. tenninatcd the BBC news
service after it aired accounts of labour strikes in Java?

•
EQUALITY OF THE SEXES
Anything that you do we can do better. That's what
Taiwan's women MPs seem to be telling their men
counlelpartS in their National Assembly. The women
slapped each other, pulled one another's hair, wrestled.
kicked and cried Finally one of them fainted and had to
be rushed to hospital. Are they trying to~rt the equality
of the sexes in their own bizarre way <W are they trying
to teU us that politicians will be politicians. whether male
<W female? The Taiwanese parliament seems a tcmbly
violent place. Indeed, to survive there, one needs little
debating sk:ills. Far more useful would be some martial
arts (W boxing skills.

•
GIVE AND TAKE IN POLITICS
Those who think: they are seeing the end to money
politics in UMNO Baru. now that the practice has been
•outlawed., are probably quite blind. Given the way thai
business is increasingly tied to political strings. it is
highly Wllikely thai there will be a retrca1 in money
culture in UMNO Baru or any other political ~Y.
Moreover. it is diffiCult 10 be convinced that money
politics, basically a surreptitious and unspoken
convention, can be controlled by formal and written
rules. Also. who will do the policing since even the
highest of politicalle;tders are not above partaking in the
practice?
.
. •""-• li
The most amusing thing, however. as u"" po t1caans
are now blaming the recipients f<W the practice. They are
saying that if there wen: no takers. there would be no
givers. One would dUnk thal it's the other way around
since there has to be something to give in the fJrSt place,
hence the process would have to start from the giver
being able to have thai something to give. But then again.
dus could be one of those chicken and egg arguments so
ifs best to play safe and think the worse of the givers,
who are afiCr aU. little more than politicians.
0

•

0

CROOKS AND POL/11CIANS
Something happened recently that further associaled
those in politics with the likes ofcrooks and conmen. One
was d~e case of a land broker who cheated a timber
businessman by pretending to be the Mentcri Besar of
Selangor. This conman, who was sentenced to a total of
28 years jail. managed to convince a Chinese
businessman that he (the con) could get him four timber
concessions. The businessman must either be very
greedy, foolish <W just plain myopic since the con was
short. fat and ugly while the MB of Selang<W has been
de~ribed by Wanita Umno members~ •canggib·.
But then again, it may not be fair to think: the victim
as such for is this not how business and politics tie up
together and is this not how timber conccssioos in many
staleS are secured? The funniest part of this whole thing
was the fact thai the businessman victim had also
previously been fooled by the con· s brother (it must be a
family thing) who had impersonated another political
bigshot. the Menteri Besar of Perak. Lightning, it would
seem, does strike tv.·ice. usually at fools.
Also, the fact that conman are impersonating
politicians so convincingly says scverol things: one is that
the conmen have little difficulty identifying with
politicians and second. the fact that victims are m willing
to pay these "politicians• in order to strike business deals
indicates trot paying bribes in order to secure contrncts
and concessions are not uncommon in Malaysian
business circles.
lncidenlally one would not be surprised to learn that
very soon, more conmcn may be posing as the Petak MB
and demanding money in order to "approve" timber
concessions in the Bclum Forest Reserve which the MB
has expressedly refused to have it gazcuc.d as a national
park. The reasons are obvious for a national park means
a total ban on logging and the MB •s reluctance to gat..eue
this vast tract of virgin forests that used to be a security
area may be seen as a tacitagreernentlh:ll the area is better
logged than conserved.
And quiiC al'Ulllingly so, the royalty seems to be
sucked into this wlholy web of frnuds and cheat. An
unemployed man posing as the son of the former king
tried to obtain a loan of RM25 million from Maybank:.
Fortunately, Maybank. unlike another bank 'lieU-known
for bankrolling bigshots of dubious financial
backgrounds, did some checking and found that his
majesty's blood was not~ blue as he claimed. It seems
thai cheats and con.~ have caught on rather quickly to the
way business is done in Malaysia.

•
HIBERNATING ACADEMICS
Can we be blamed for sometimes thinking that the
academic community is hibemating? It would appear not
going by a recent newspaper report on a Universiti
MJiaya study on women factory workers that took an
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astonishing 14 years to complete. And the gist d lhe.
finding was that the needs and problems of women_
factory workers were not being addressed by ex&ting
agencies and ~ there was a need to set up aj)Oblic
agency to kd after their welfare. One would lhiok Ibis.
is common knowledge hardly requiring a study S(mlling
14 years.
Such a fmding might ha~ been exciting JOyearsago
when the impact of indusbialisalion on the fi:maleworkforce was beginning 10 manifest itself. But even as
the study has been going on in its SU'OIIing fashion.
Bangladeshi and Indonesian workers have been
repb:ing ourown girls in factmcs especially thosealong
the industrial corridor. The pace of our industrialiSation
seems inversely proportional to the pace of wort:_d our
academics. Our academics ought 10 have a greater sen.~ .
of w-gency if they wish to be relevant to society.

•
UDANG SEBAUK BATU
Jeffrey K.itingan, the other half of the infamous
brochers of Sahah politics. walked out of tbe Kom
K.inabalu court a free Jrull1 recently. The proscxutioo after
~nding months preparing a case (besides spending .
tonnes of taxpayers' money) against him. m)'Sit:l'iously
withdrew all seven charges against him without offering
any reasons. I think that as taxpayen. we are entitled to
know the reasons since the pusecution rarely pueeds
with cue~ against important and well-known
personalities unless it was oonfidenl of lhe evidence
(aport from greenlight from their~).
True. it is not unusual for lhe prosecution 10 drop or
amend cla"ges, but to drop all seven charges is highly
unusual and does not at all encourage oonfadence:in the'
govenunent' s purported zeal to stamp outcorrupOon.ln
fact, the AUOmey-General. who has so zeaJousl}' and
ably defended the integrity of the Lord PmJidcnl. . .
the claims made by the MP for Bukil Biotang, Should
similarly come out with a public expblatiM on Why the
charges have been withdrawn.
g'
However, in case the Attorney~ declines to'='
do so in the near fulw"e. we sbaU as usual aarempt lri'locale"'
the answer between the lines. II is claiJned diaf lhe
answa--between-the-lines may lie in lhe: fifth dage
against Jeffrey Kitigan. The charge. accmlingdo lhe
repm in The Star, reads as follows: "On April21..1989.
he (Jeffrey) allegedly acccpled US$41l1JO from S.B.
Ocean through one Mohamed Salleh bin Said"&S an
inducement to vary the terms of lhe condilioos. In the.
approval ofcertain vessels to be used to ca:ry togs.out of
Sabah."
The clue. il is said. lies in the name menlioned in this
particular charge, that is, Mohamed Salldtbin Said woo
happens to be none other than one of the present llqxJty

OriCf MinisleS"S in the Sabah govcnunent. He is also the
son:-of the sickly Govern<M" of Sabah. It would seem that
a corruption trial involving the Deputy Chief Minister of
thee-slate would be too embarrnssing especially since the
stale is nmv under Barisan Na~ control. However.
Olbers seem to think that the charges were dropped as part
of .a deal that involved Jeffrey abandoning PBS.
Whatever it is. the entire episode has eroded the
credibility of the govemcnl's anti-comJption efforts.
And now thai the~tion in SaOOh has been shown
thedoor, the Federal Government i.~ pumping in millions
of ringgit into the stale as well as redirecting investments
eastwards. The new Chief Minista". who seems to be
completely subservient to his federal masters, also wants
to malce the stile a tourism centre (what else is new?).
Actually he should think of setting up a light and sound
show entitled "How llte East Wa<>. Won", depicting the
bloody and dirty battles that were fought to win the State.
Such a show would probably outrun the one in Ma.lacca

•
DECORATIVE YOUTH WING
Umno Youth was reported to be forming a
complaints bureau to help the public deal with problems
especially those related 1o government departments and
agencies. While the move is to be lauded. it is at the same
time rather pathetic that an organisation, which used to
be TCgardtxt as the conscience of Umno in its heyd.1ys
during the seventies. has now to resort to a second-role
Public Complaints Hwcau. fur in.<>otanee. one would think
thatUmnoYouth would have been at the forefront of the
mo¥e to cUJb money politics in the JXI(ty.
The Youth wing seems 1o be still struggling to find
an iJentity under its new chainnan. Unlike the Wanita
win.&. which bas found a real role to play in harnessing
the forces d Malay women. theYouth wing appears to
be a mere replica of the larger Umno body. echoing its
opinions and Slands like a parrot. lost of idealism and
quite without direction. Wanita Umno used to be
described as the decoralivc wing of Umno, but the title,
onewoold think, is now more fitting on the Youth wing.

•
DARK AGES
'The Traru>JJ011 Minister failed to make any sense
when explaining why the ruling on tinted screens for
private vehicles had been lif&ed. He babbled on about
health and how the country was now free from
communist terrorists. Is he saying then that the ruling was
to prevent undcsireable elements from moving around
underthecoveroftinted vehicles? What mruccs him think
that all thooe VIPs moving around in hclvily tinted cars
arc any less undcsireable'?
byNNP
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Children's Rights Violations
and Slavery:
Paying lip service to human rights
What US companies spend
in a single year on
advertising would be
sufficient to prevent most
child deaths in the next
decade. To DR 8
GUNASEKARAN, the
solution is one of will, not
technology.

n September 1990 world leaders
met in New York to seek a new
commitment towards the survival
and well-being of the world's
children.

I

Theconfure~erumooto~

ratification of the November 1989
UnitOO Nations Convention of the
Rights of the Child. The treaty rums
to defend children against exploitation, neglect and abuse and to improve health and survival. It also
emphasises the children's freedom
of expression.
The convention treaty is a document comprising 54 articles based
on the 10 moral principles of the
1959 UN declaration.
This 1959 declaration sadly had
no legal teeth and has been totally
ignored in cases where children's
rights are most abusOO- for example,
children in South African jails, institutionalisOO child pornography in
South-East Asia and the one hundred
million children struggling to exist
on the streets of Third World
countries.

The new treaty will be legally
enforceable by all states that sign and
will be policed by an international
UN committee.

A Question 0/Will
The right of survival is basic to
all human rights treaties. The sad fact
is that 40,000 children die everyday
from easily preventable diseases.
The solution is one of will, not of
technology.
UNICEF claims that the cost of
a programme to prevent most child
deaths in the next decade would be
about US$2.5 billion by the late
1990s- as much as what the fonner
Soviet Union spends on vodka each
month or what US companies spend
on annual advertising of cigarettes.
Many who work with children
feel despondent when politicians
make grandiose pronouncements
about "attacking global poverty". In
1974 at the world food conference
Henry Kissinger vowed that "within
a decade no child will go to bed
hungry ... no family will fear for its
next day's bread." In fact the gap
between the rich and poor is ever
widening, with living standards in
developing countries falling by 15
per cent in 1987.
For the first time in any human
rights document, a plea is made for
the child's voice to be heard. Unfortunately, however, no child was invited to the world summit.
But children can organise themselves politically - for example, the
remarkable Association of Street
Boys and Girls in Brazil assembled
in May 1986 in the capital to tell the
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national congress about their
problems and to protest against
police viole~e.
The exploitation of children in
the work market amounts to virtual
slavery; children are used to fight
wars; street children are being tortured and exterminated by police in
BrdZil; children languish in adult
prisons; and one hundred miUion 611-year-oldc; do not attend school
and cannot read or write.

Violence Against Children
Viole~ is one of the leading
causes of death among children in
South Africa, says a report from
UNICEF and the South African National Chilren's Rights Committee
(June 1993).
Work from a hospital in
Capetown found that nationwide, assault was the main cause of death of
children aged between five and 14.
Black and coloured youths are 12
times as likely to die as white youths.
There has been talk of a lost
generation - the children who have
grown up knowing only the power of
the gun," says UNICFF's representative in South Africa
The Gaza community mental
health programme, the only such
provision for a largely refugee
population of 700,000, has documentOO the cumulative impact of the
trauma of the intifada (uprising) on.
the mental health of the children of
Gaza.
More than 200 children have
been kiUoo by the. Israeli anny, and
the Unitoo Nations Relief and Works
Agency estimates that 21,000 have

Loat childhood: A generation h•• grown up knowing only the power of the
gun.

been injured since 1987 (up to April
1993). In 1992, a random community sample of 1,200 children
aged between 7 and 15 found that
1,044 had been tear-gassed, 852 had
been subjected to night raids by soldiers on their homes, 624 had witnessed assaults on family members,
420 had been beaten, 228 had been
detained and 192 had been injured.
Surveys showed a high
prevalence of nervousness, fear.
restlessness, sleep disturbances and
psychosomatic symptoms among
children. Teachers reported aggressive behaviour and reduced concentration and performance in the
classrooms. Similar observations
have been made by South African
psychologists on the children of
Soweto.
As part of the larger issue of exploitation of women in Third World
countries, child prostitution has
stirred widespread condemnation.
An adviser on child protection in the
Prime Minister's office in Thailand
said there are about 200,<XX> pros-

titutes in Thailand, 50,000 to 80,<XX>
of them under the age of 18 (The
Star, January 1994).
The director of Bangkok's
Centre for the Protection of
Children's Rights says child prostitution is getting worse, despite the
government policy. In recent years,
the 'industry' has turned increasingly to ethnic minorities in the north
and migr.mts from Bwma, Laos and
even China.

Slavery Flourishing
Despite being oflicially baimed
in most countries, slavery continues
in traditional and modem forms,
says a report from the International
Labour Organisation. "Millions of
people, even in 1993, are still forced
to work under harrowing conditions
for little or no reward," says the
World Labour Report 1993.
Traditional
slavery
still
flourishes in Mauritania despite its
official abolition in 1980; and in
Sudan the war between government
and rebel troops has led to a revival
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of old practices, including slave
raids on villages and the sale .of
children into slavery by destitute
parents.
Pakistan has an estimated 20 million debt-bonded labourers, including 7.5 million children, working in
quarries and brick, cigarette and carpet factories. Employers can trap
whole families into bondage by offering an advance to be repaid from
future earnings. Keeping bonded
labourers ignorant of their rights is
easy where illiteracy is high.
Voluntary agencies in India
claim that five million adults and 10
million children are bonded, a figure
that the Indian Government disputes.
In Cuba, voluntary work
brigades, in which people volunteer
to work extra hours to increase
productivity, can, says the report,
amount to forced labour since those
who refuse risk penalties.
Households in Haiti employ over
100,<XX> restaveks - children, some
of them as young as six, sold by poor
rural families as domestic servants in
the towns.
Forced child labour is also
widespread in Thailand. Child
catchers and recruiters systematically tour rural areas, while shops in
towns and cities specialise in selling
children and teenagers for work: in
private homes, restaurants, factories
and brothels.
In January 1992, 31 workers
aged between nine and 20 were discovered making paper cups in a shop
in Bangkok. All had been forced to
work 18 hours a day sitting on a
cement floor and never allowed to
leave the shop. Some of the children
had been so badly beaten that they
could hardly walk.
Attempts by individual governments to eradicate forced labour
have so far proved inadequate, says
the report, either because practices
are too deeply embedded in the
country's culture and economy or
because sanctions have been difficult to enforce. •

CONFLICT

State Stops
Church Construction Work
Media sensationalise situation
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia·

onstruction work on a church
and ancillary building was
stopped by the State Government in Shah Alam, capital of Selangor State, Malaysia.
The 3.5 million ringgit (US$1.37
million) construction project began
in June in Section 24 of Shah Alam.
Almost immediately, a committee of
representatives from various Islamic
associations, welfare organizations
and political parties in the district
began to protest.
A memorandum was said to have
been sent to the State Mcoteri Besar
(chief minister) Tan Sri Dato' Hj
Muhammad Muhd Taib, on 16
August 1993. It said that the con~ction of the church could challenge the sanctity of Islam as the
country's official religion and the
position of Muslims as a whole.
The committee, chaired by SaCwan Fathi, alleged that "it is not
suitable to build a church in an area
where a big portion of the residents
arc Muslims."
After three days of pressure and
intense media coverage, Muhammad instructed the municipal council to withdraw its earlier approval of
the church construction. (Berita
H.arian • I 8.8.93)
'the number of non-Muslims
residing there is small and the land
set aside was for a church in an area
where a big portion of the residents
are Muslims." (Berita Harlan 19/8193)
Shah Alarn is part of the
Archdiocese of Kuala Lumpur.

C

Archdiocese officials said that they
had no comments, but might make a
statement later.
Selangor has three pansh churches and six chapels. Shah Alam has
about 2,500 Catholics but does not
have a church.
The Catholic Church applied to
the State Government for land to
construct a church in 1977. In
response to His Royal Highness the
Sultan of Selangor's observation in
1984 that there were no non-Muslim
places of worship in Shah A lam, the
State eventually alloted and sold to
the Church a 1.116 acre site in 1985.
Formal approval to build the church
was granted on II May 1993. Construction work began the following
month in June. When construction
was stopped on 19 August, a sum of
RM500,CXX> had already been spent
on piling works.
Because of the small area, and
the water-logged land below the surface, the church and the multi-purpose halls were designed upwards.
The church building can accomodate 2,000 people in two tiers
of seating. The ground floor of the
church and the multi-purpose halls
were reserved for parking, as required by State regulations. The
multi-purpose hall next to the church
building has four storeys, including
the car park.
Some Catholics were outraged
by sensational media coverage that
contained inaccurate and sometimes
false information.
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Some newspapers, for example,
claimed the proposed structure
would be the largest Ouistian
church in Asia, and others said it
would be the national headquarters
of the Catholic Church in Malaysia.
The Straits Tunes, a Singapore
English
language newspaper,
reported on 20 August that
Malaysian opposition leaders
slammed the Selangor State government for stopping the church construction.
Opposition leaders reportedly
said the move violated the
constitution's guarantee of freedom
of workship and called for the
Federal Government to intervene
before it sparks wuest in multi-racial
Malaysia.
Last year, the Malaysian Consultative Council of Buddhism,
Christianity, Hinduism and Sikhism,
the national inter-religious group for
non-Muslims, issued a memornn·
dum to the Federal Government on
"impediments to non-Muslim
religious practices in Malaysia."
One area of concern mentioned
in that document was the difficulty
non-Muslim religions face in gaining permission to build places of
worship and finding suitable land for
cemeteries.
Members of the inter-religious
group are said to be watching
developments in Shah A1am closely.

•

Source: Catholic Asian News,
November /993
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UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL VALUES

ISLAM AND THE WEST
Islam and the West are at crossroads in their relations. In a
speech in November 1993, reproduced below, PRINCE
CHARLES, the Prince of Wales, is convinced that the two
worlds have much to offer each other and emphasizes the
importance of trust and mutual respect in burying the
prejudices of the past.
adies and gentlemen, it was
suggested to me when I fust
began to consider the subject
of this lectw'e, that I should take
comfort from the Arab proverb, "In
every head there is some wisdom". I
confess that I have few qualifications as a scholar to justify my
presence here, in this theatre, where
so many people much more learned
than I have preached and generally
advanced the sum of human
knowledge. I might feel more
prepared if I were an offspring of
your distinguished University,
rather than a product of that "Technical College of the Fens" - though I
hope you will bear in mind that a
chair of Arabic was established in
17th century Cambridge a full four
years before your first chair of
Arabic at Oxford.
Unlike many of you, I am not an
expel1 on Islam - though I am
delighted, for reasons which I hope
will become clear, to be a Vice
Patron of the Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies. The Centre has the
potential to be an important and exciting vehicle for promoting and improving understanding of the Islamic
world in Britain, and one which I
hope will earn its place alongside
other centres of Islamic study in Oxford, lilce the Oriental Institute and
the Middle East Centre, as an institution of which the University, and

lie across the path of the inexpert
b'aveUer who is bent on exploring
this difficult route. Some of what I
shall say will undoubtedly provoke
disagreement.
criticism,
misunderstanding and probably
worse. But perhaps, when all is said
and done, it is worth recalling
another Arab proverb: "What comes
from the lips reaches the ears. What
comes from the heart reaches the
heart."

L

Prince Charles :Vice Patron of the
Oxford Centre for lalamic Studl"

MISUNDERSTANDINGS

scholars move widely, will become
justly proud.
Given all the reservations I have
about venturing into a complex and
controversial field, you may well ask
why I am here in this marvellous
Wren building talking to you on the
subject of Islam and the West The
reason is, ladies and gentlemen, that
I believe wholeheartedly that the
links between these two worlds matter more today than ever before, because
the
degree
of
misunderst:mding between the Islamic and Western worlds remains
dangerously high, and because the
need for the two to live and worlc
together in our increasingly interdependent world has never been
greater.
At the same time I am only too
well aware of the mineflelds which

1he depressing fact is that,
despite the advances in technology
and mass communications of the
second half of the 20th Century,
despite mass travel, the intermingling of races, the ever growing
reduction - or so we believe - of the
mysteries
of
our
world,
misunderstandings between Islam
and the West continue. Indeed, they
may be growing.
As far as the West is concerned,
this cannot be because of ignorance.
There are one billion Muslims
worldwide. Many millions of them
live in countries of the Commonwealth. Ten million or more live in
the West, and around one million in
Britain.
Our own Islamic community has
been growing and flourishing for
decades. There are nearly 500
mosques in Britain. Popular interest
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in Islamic cultw-c in Britain is growing fasL Many of you will recall- and
I think some of you took part in - the
wonderful Festival of Islam which
Her Majesty The Queen opened in
1976.
Islam is all around us. And yet
distrust. even fear, persisL
In the post-Cold War world of
the 1990s, the prospects for peace
should be greater than at any time in
this century. In the Middle East. the
remarlcable and encouraging events
of recent weeks have created new
hope for an end to an issue which has
divided the world and been so
dramatic a source of violence and
hatred.
But the dangers have not disappeared. In the Muslim world, we are
seeing the unique way of life of the
Marsh Arabs of Southern Iraq.
thousands of years old. being systematically
devastated
and
deslroyed. I confess that for a whole
year I have wanted to fmd a suitable
opportunity to express my despair
and outrage at the unmentionable
horrors being perpetrated in
Southern Iraq.
To me, the supreme and tragic
irony of what has been happening to
the Shia population of Iraq - especially in the ancient city and holy
shrine of Kerbala - is that after the
western allies took immense care to
avoid bombing such holy places
(and I remember begging General
Schwarzkopf when I met him in
Riyadh in December 1990 to do his
best to protect such shrine.~ during
any conflict) it was Saddam Hussein
himself, and his terrifying regime,
who caused the destruction of some
of Islam· s hohest sites.
And now we have had to witness
the deliberate draining of the marshes and the near total destruction of
a unique habitat, together with an
entire population that has depended
upon it since the dawn of human
civilization. The international community has been told the draining of
the marshes is for agricultural purposes.

How many more obscene lies do
we have to be told before action is
taken? Even at the eleventh hour it is
still not too late to prevent a total
cataclysm. I pray that this might at
least be a cause in which Islam and
the West could join forces for the
sake of our common humanity. I
have highlighted this particular example because it is so avoidable.
Elsewhere, the violence and
hatred are more intractable and
deep-seated. as we go on seeing
every day to our horror in the
wretched suffering of peoples across
the world- in the former Yugoslavia,
in Somalia, Angola, Sudan. in so
many of the former Soviet
Republics. In Yugoslavia the terrible
sufferings of the Bosnian Muslims,
alongside that of other communities
in that cruel war, help keep alive
many of the fears and prejudices
which our two worlds retain of each
other.
Conflict, of course, comes about
because of the misuse of power and
the clash of ideals, not to mention the
inflammatory activities of unscrupulous and bigoted leaders. But
it also arises. tragically, from an inability to understand, and from the
powerful emotions which out of
misunderstanding lead to distrust
and fear.
Ladies and gentlemen, we must
not slide into a new era ofdanger and
division because governments and
peoples, communities and religions,
cannot live together in peace in a
shrinking world.

History of Conflict
It is odd. in many ways, that understandings between Islam and the
West should persist For that which
binds our two worlds together is so
much more powerful than that which
divides us. Muslims, Christians- and
Jews- are all "peoples of the Book".
Islam and Christianity share a common monotheistic vision: a belief in
one divine God. in the transience of
our earthly life, in our accountability
for our actions. and in the assurance
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of life to come.
We share many key values in
common: respect for knowledge, for
justice, compassion towards the
poor and underprivileged. the importance of family life, respect for
parents. "Honour thy father and thy
mother" is a Qw"'anic precept too.
Our history has been closely bound
up together.
There, however. is one root of
the problem. For much of that history has been one of conflict; fourteen centuries too often marked by
mutual hostility. That has given rise
to an enduring tradition of fear and
distrust, because our two worlds
have so often seen that past in contradictory ways.
To Western school children, the
two hundred years of the Crusades
are traditionally seen as a series of
heroic. chivalrous exploits in which
the IGngs, ~ights, princes - and
children - of Europe tried to wrest
Jerusalem from the wicked Muslim
infidel. To Muslims, the Crusades
were an episode of great cruelty and
terrible plunder, of Western infidel
soldiers of fortune and horrific
atrocities. perhaps exemplified ~
by the massacres committed by the
Crus:~dcrs when, in 1099, they took
back Jerusalem, the third holiest city
in Islam.
For us in the West, 1492 speaks
of human endeavour and new
horizons. of Columbus and the discovery of the Americas. To Muslims, 1492 is a year of tragedy -the
year Granacb fell to Ferdinand and
Isabella, signifying the end of eight
centuries of Muslim civilisation in
Europe.
The point, I think, is not that one
or other picture is more true, or has
a monopoly of truth. It is that
misunderstandings arise when we
fail to appreciate how others look at
the world, its history, and our respective roles in it.
The corollary of how we in the
West sec our history has so often
been to regard Islam as a threat - in

lion. The extremes exist, and they
We should also distinguish Islam
mediaeval times as a l'llilitary confrom the customs of some Islamic
must be dealt with. But when used as
queror, and in more modem times as
a source of intolerance, extremism a basis to judge a society, they lead states. Another obvious Western
to distortion and unfairness.
prejudice is to judge the position of
and tenorism.
For example, people in this
One can understand how the
women in Islamic society by the extaking of Constantinople, when it
country frequently argue that the
treme cases. Yet Islam is not a
Sharia law of the Islamic world is
monolith and the picture is not
feU to Sultan Mehmet in 1453, and
the close-run defeats of the Turks
cruel, barbaric and_ unjusL Our
simple.
Remember, if you will, that Isoutside Vienna in 1529 and 1683,
newspapers, above all, love to pedshould have sent shivers of fear
dle those unthinking prejudices. The
lamic countries like Turkey, Egypt
through Europe.s
and Syria gave
women the vote
rulers. The history
of the Balkans
as early as
Europe did its
under Ottoman rule
provided examples
women - and
of cruelty which
much earlier than
in Switzerland!
sank deep into
Western feelings.
In those countries
But the threat
women
have
long
enjoyed
has not been one
equal pay, and
way.
With
the opportunity
Napoleon's
into play a full
vasiOn of Egypt in
working role in
1798, followed by
their societies.
the invasions and
The rights of
conquests of the "Conflict... arises, tragically, from an
Muslim women
19th century, the
to property and
pendulum swung, inability to understand, and from the
inheritance, to
and almost all the powerful emotions which ... lead to
some protection
Arab world became
distrust and fear"
if divorced, and
occupied by the
to the conducting
Western powers.
of
business, were
With the fall of the
truth is, of course, different and alrights prescribed by the Qu'ran
Ottoman Empire, Europe's triumph
ways more complex. My own undertwelve hundred years ago, even if
over Islam seemed complete.
standing is that extremes, like the
they were not everywhere translated
cutting off of hands. are rarely pracPrejudices
into
practice. In Britain at least, some
tised. The guiding principle and
Those days of conquest are over.
of
these
rights were novel even to my
spirit of Islamic law. taken straight
But even now our common attitude
grandmother·s
generation!
from the Qur'an, should be those of
to Islam suffers because the way we
Benazir
Bhulto
and Begum
equity and compassion.
understand it has been hijacked by
KhaledaZia
became
prime
ministers
We need to study its actual apthe extreme and the superficial. To
in
their
own
traditional
societies
plication before we make judgemany of us in the West, Islam is seen
when
Britain
had
for
the
ftrst
time
ments. We must distinguish between
in terms of the tragic civil war in
ever
in
its
history
elected
a
female
systems of justice administered with
Lebanon, the killings and bombings
prime minister. That, I think, does
integrity. and systems of justice as
perpetrated by extremist groups in
not
smack of a mediaeval society.
we may see them practised which
the Middle East, and by what is comWomen are not automatically
have been deformed for political
monly referred to as "Islamic funsecond-class citizens because they
reasons into something no longer Isdamentalism".
live in Islamic countries. We cannot
lamic. We must bear in mind the
Our judgement of Islam has been
judge
the position of women in Islam
sharp debate taking place in the Isgrossly distorted by taking the exaright
if we take the most conservalamic world itsef about the extent of
tremes to be the norm. That. ladies
tive
Islamic
states as representative
the universality or timelessness of
and gentlemen, is a serious mistake.
of
the
whole.
Sharia law, and the degree to which
It is like judging the quality of life in
For example, the veiling of
the application of that law is conBritain by the existence of murder
women
is not at all universal across
tinually changing and evolving.
and rape, child abuse and drug addicthe Islamic world. Indeed, I was in-

..
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trigued to learn that the custom of
wearing the veil owed much to
Byzantine and Sassanian traditions,
nothing to the Prophet of Islam.
Some Muslim women never
adopted the veil, others have discarded it, others - particularly the
younger generation - have more
recently chosen to wear the veil or
the headscarf as a personal statement
of their Muslim identity.
But we should not confuse the
modesty of dress prescribed by the
Qu'ran for men as well as women
with the outward forms of secular
custom or social status which have
their origins elsewhere.

Islamic Revival
We in the West need also to understand the Islamic world's view of
us. There is nothing to be gained, and
much harm to be done, by refusing

But we fall into the trap of dreadful
arrogance if we confuse "modernity"
in other countries with their becoming more like us.
The fact is that our form of
materialism ca:a be offensive to
devout Muslims - and I do not just
mean the extremists among them.
We must understand that reaction,
just as the West's attitude to some of
the more rigorous aspects of Islamic
life needs to be understood in the
Islamic world.
This, I believe, would help us
understand what we have commonly
come to see as the threat of Islamic
fundamentalism. We need to be
careful of that emotive label, "fundamentalism", and distinguish, as
Muslims do, between rivivalists.
who choose to lake the practice of
their religion most devoutly, and
fanatics or extremists who use this

in some way the hallmarlc and essence of the Muslim. Extremism is
no more the monopoly oflslam than
it is the monopoly of other religions,
including Christianity. The vast
majority of Muslims, though personally pious, are moderate in their
politics. Theirs is the "religion of the
middle way". The Prophet himself
always disliked and feared extremism.
Perhaps the fear of Islamic
revivalism which coloW'Cd the
1980s is now beginning to give way
in the West to an understanding of
the genuine spiritual forces behind
this groundswell. But if we are to
understand this important movement, we must learn to distinguish
clearly between what the vast
majority of Muslims believe and the
terrible violence of a small minority
among them which civilized people
everywhere must condemn.

Islam in the West

Capture of the alleged ringleader of the World Trade Centre bombing:

"Our judgement of Islam has been
grossly distorted by taking the extremes
to be the norm... "
to comprehend the extent to which
many people in the Islamic world
genuinely fear our own Western
materialism and mass culture as a
deadly challenge to their Islamic culture and way of life.
Some of us may think the
material trappings of Western
society which we have exported to
the Islamic world - television, fastfood, and the electronic gadgel<> of
our everyday lives - are a modernising, self~vidently good, influence.

devotion for political ends.
Among the many religious, social and political causes of what we
might more accurately call the Islamic revival is a powerful feeling of
disenchantment. of the realisation
that Western technology and
material things are insufficient, and
that a deeper meaning to life lies
elsewhere in the essence of Islamic
belief.
At the same time, we must not be
tempted to believe that extremism is
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Laclies and gentlemen, if there is
much misunderst:mding in the West
about the nature of Islam, there is
also much ignorance ahout the debt
our own culture and civilisation owe
to the Islan1ic world. It is a failure
which stems, I think. from the
straightjacket of history which we
have inherited.
The rnediavel Islamic world,
from Centr.ll Asia to the shores of the
Atlantic, was a world where scholars
and men of learning flourished. But
because we have tended to see Islam
as the enemy of the West, as an alien
culture, society :md system of belief,
we have tended to ignore or erase its
great relevance to our own history.
For example, we have underestimated the importance of 800 years
of Islamic society and culture in
Spain between the 8th and 15th centuries. The contribution of Muslim
Spain to the preservation of cla<>sical
lc.m1ing during the Dark Ages, and
to the first flowerings of the Renaissance, has long been recognised.
But Islamic Spain was much
more than a mere larder where Hellenistic knowledge was kept for later

consumption by the emerging
modem Western world. Not only did
Muslim Spain gather and preserve
the intellectual content of ancient
Greek and Roman civilisation. it also
interpreted and expanded upon that
civilisation, and made a vital contribution of its own in so many fields
of human endeavour - in science,
astronomy, mathematics, algebra
(itself an Arabic word), law, history,
medicine, phannacology, optics,
agriculture, architecture, theology,
music.
Avenoes and Avenzoor, like
their counterparts Avicenna and
Rhazes in the East. contributed to the
study and practice or medicine in
ways from which Ew-ope benefitted
for centuries afterwards.
Islam nurtured and preserved the
quest for learning. In the words of the
trndition, "the ink of the ~holar is
more sacred than the blood of the
m<lrtyr".

Cordoba in the lOth century was
by far the most civilised city of
Europe. We know of lending
libraries in Spain at the time King
Alfred was making terrible blunders
with the culinary arts in this country.
It is said that the 400,000 volumes in
its ruler' s library amounted to more
books than all the libraries of the rest
of Europe put together. That was
made possible because the Muslim
world acquired from China the skill
of making paper more than four
hundred years before the rest of nonMuslim Europe.
Many of the traits on which
modem Europe prides itself came to
it from Muslim Spain. Diplomacy,
free trade, open borders, the techniques of academic research, of
anthropology, etiquette, fashion, alternative medicine, hospitals, all
came from this great city of cities.
Mediaeval Islam was a religion
of remarkable tolerance for its time.
allowing Jews and Christians the
right to practise their inherited
beliefs, and setting an example
which was not, unfortunately,
copied for many centuries in the
West

The swprise, ladies and
gentlemen, is the extent to which
Islam has been a part of Europe for
so long, first in Spain, then in the
Balkans, and the extent to which it
has contributed so much towards the
civilisation which we all too often
think of, wroogly, as entirely
Western.
Islam is part of our past and our
present. in all fields of human endeavour. It has helped to create
modem Europe. It is part of our ovm
inheritance, not a thing apart.

Integral View
More than this. Islam can teach
us today of a way of understanding
and living in the world which Christianity itself is poorer for having lost
At the heart of Islam is its preservation of an integral view of the
Universe. Islam - like Buddhism and
Hinduism -refuses to separate man
and nature, religion and science,
mind and matter. and has preserved
a metaphysical and unified view of
ourselves and the world around us.
At the core of Christianity there
still lies an integral view of the
sanctity of the world. and a clear
sense of the trusteeship and responsibility given to us for our natural
surroundings. In the words of that
marvellous seventeenth century poet
and hymn writer, George Herbert:
"A man that looks on glass,
On it may stay his eye;
Or if he pleaseth, through it pass,
And then the heaven espy."
But the West gradually lost this
integrated vision of the world with
Copernicus and Descartes and the
coming of the sc~entific revolution.
A comprehensive philosophy of nature is no longer part of our every <Ia y
beliefs.
I cannot help feeling tJ1at, if w~
could now only rediscover that earlier, all-embracing approach to the
world around us, to see and understand its deeper meaning. we could
begin to get away from the increasing tendency in the West to live on
the surface of our surroundings,
where we study our world in order to
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manipulate and dominate it. turning
harmony and beauty into disequilibrium and chaos.
Tt is a sad fact. I believe, that in
so many ways the external world we
have created in the last few hundred
years has con1e to reflect our own
divided and confused inner state.
Western civilisation has become increasingly acquisitive and exploitative in defiance ofour environmental
responsibilities. This crucial sense of
oneness and trusteeship of the vital
sacramental and spintual ch¥3etcr
of the world about us is surely something important we can relearn from
Islam.
I am quite sure some will instantly accuse me, as they usually do, of
living in the past, of refusing to come
to terms with reality and modem life.
On the contrary, ladies and
gentlemen. what I am appealing for
is a wider. deeper, more careful understanding of our world; for a
metaphysical as well as material
dimension to our lives. in order to
recover the balance we have abandoned, the absence of which, I
believe, will prove dis:lstrous in the
long term.
If the ways of thought found in
Islam and other religions can help us
in that search. then there arc things
for us to learn from this system of
belief which I suggest we ignore at
our peril.

Working Together
Ladies and gentlemen, we live
today in one world, forged by insk'lnt
communications, by television, by
the exchange of information on a
scale undreamed of by our
grandparents. The world economy
functions as an inter-dependent entity. Problems of society, the quality
of life and the environment, are
global in their causes and effects,
and none of us any longer has the
luxUJ)' of being able to solve them on
our own.
l11e Islamic and Western worlds
share problems common to us all:
how we a<ltpt to change in our
societies, how we help young people

who feel alienated from their parents
or their society's values, how we
deal with AIDS, drugs, and the disintegration of the family.
Of course, these problems vary
in nature and intensity between
societies. The problems of our own
inner cities are not identical to those
of Cairo or Damascus.
But the similarity of human experience is considerable. The international trade in hard drugs is one
example; the damage we are collectively doing to our environment is
another. We have to solve these
threats to our communities and our
lives together.
Simply getting to know each
other can achieve wonders. I remember vividly, for example, taking a
group of Muslims and non-Muslims
some years ago to sec the work of the
Marylebone Health Centre in London, of which I am PabOO. The enthusiam and common determination
that shared experience generated
was immensely heart-wanning.
Ladies and gentlemen, somehow
we have to learn to understand each
other. and to educate our children- a
new generatiOn, whose attitudes and
cultural outlook may be different
from ours - so that they understand
too. We have to show trust. mutual
respect and tolerance, if we are to
find the common ground between us
and work together to fmd solutions.
The community enterprise approach of my own Trust. and the
very successful Volunteers Scheme
it has run for some years, show how
much can be achieved by a common
effort which spans classes, cultures
and religions.
.
The Islamic and Western world
can no longer afford to stand apart
from a common effort to solve their
common problems. We cannot afford to revive the territorial and
political confrontations of the pasl
We have to share experiences, to
explain ourselves to each other, to
understand and tolerate, and build on
those positive principles which our
two cultures have in common.

That trade has to be two-way.
Each of us needs to understand the
importance ofconciliation. of reflection - TADABBUR - to open our
minds and unlock our hearts to each
other.
I am utterly convinced that the

Islamic and the Western worlds have
much to learn from each other. Just
as the oil engineer in the Gulf may
be European, so the heart transplant
surgeon in Britain may be Egyptian.

TOLERANCE AND
UNDERSTANDING
If this need for tolerance and exchange is true internationally, it applies with special force within
Britain itself. Britain is a multJ-rncial
and multi-cultural soceity. I have already mentioned the c;ize of our own
Muslim communities who live
throughout Britain. both in large
towns like Bradford and in tiny communities in places as remote as Stornaway in Western Scotland.
These people, ladies and
gentlemen, are an asset to Britain.
They contribute to all parts of our
economy - to industry, the public
services, the professions and the
private sector. We fmd them as
teachers, as doctors, as engineers and
as scientists. Tiley contribute to our
economic well-being as a country,
and add to the cultur.ll richness of
our nation.
Of course, tolerance and understanding must be two-way. For those
of us who are not Muslim, that may
mean respect for the daily practice of
the Islamic faith and a decent care to
avoid actions which are likely to
cause deep offence. For the Muslims
in our society. there is the need to
respect the history, culture and way
of life of our country. and to balance
their vital liberty to be themsdves
with an appreciation of the importance of integmtion in our society.
Where there are failings of understanding and tolemnce. we have
a need, on our own doorstep. for
greater rcconciliat•on among our
own citizens. I hope we shall all learn
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to demonstrate that as understanding
between these communities grows.
I can only admire, and applaud.
those men and women of so many
denominations who work tirelessly,
in London, South Wales, the Midlands and elsewhere. to promote
good community relations. Tile
Centre for the Study of lslarn and
Christian-Muslim Relations in Birmingham is one especially notable
and successful example. We should
be grateful,l believe, for the dedication and example of all those who
have devoted themselves to the
cause of promoting understanding.
Ladies and gentlemen, if, in the
last half hour, your eyes have
wandered up to the marvellous allegory of Truth descending on the
arts and sciences in Sir Robert
Streeter's ceiling above you, I am
sure you will have noticed Ignorance
being violently banished from the
arena- just there in front of the organ
casing. I feel some sympathy for IgnorJflce. and hope I may be permilled to vacate this theatre in a
somewhat better condition.
Before I go, I cannot put to you
strongly enough the importance of
the issues which I have tried to touch
on so imperfectly .1l1ese two worlds,
the Islamic and the Western, are at
something of a crossroads in their
relations. We must not let them stand
apart. I do not accept the argumenl
th:\l they arc on coun;e to clash in a
new era of antagonism.
I arn utterly convinced that our
two world-; have much to offer each
other. We have much to do togetl1er.
I am delighted that the dialogue has
begun, both in Britain and elsewhere.
But we shall need to work harder
to understand each other.to drain out
any poison bet wel.!n u~. and to lay the
ghost of suspicion and fear. The further down that road we can tr.lvel.
the better the world that we shall
create for our children and for future
generations. •

Article 19:

CURRE~I~f
CONCERNS

/SA VIOLATES
UNIVERSAL
DECLARATION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
A1iran is disappointed to
learn that the government is not
going to abolish the Internal
Security Act (ISA) which allows
for detention without trial. The
ISA violates some of the most
basic
human
rights
of
Malaysians.
These rights are enshrined in
various Articles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights,
namely:
Article 3:

Everyone has the right to life,
liberty and security of person.
Article 5:

No one shall be subjected to
torture or to cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment or punishment

Article 9:

No one shall be subjected to
arbitary arrest, detention or
exile.
Article 10:

Everyone has the right to
freedom of opinion and expression: this right includes freedom
to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of frontiers.
The government has stated
that the ISA is still needed to
contain religious and racial extremism. But detention without
trial is certainly not the solution
for this. Proper, specific legislation should be formulated to
tackle and contain such extremism. Those suspected of inciting
religious
or
inter-communal hatred should
be taken to court for a fair and
public trial.
If we look at the South
African situation, we can see
that the racial problems there
are much worse than what we
have here in Malaysia. But it is
ironic that just when we are
being told that Malaysia still
needs the ISA, President Nelson
Mandela, a man who knows the
pain of arbitary detention,
should announce that his administration would be committed

towards

Everyone is entitled in full
equality to a fair and public
hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal, in the deter mination of his rights and
obligations and of any criminal
charge against him.
Article 11 (1):

Everyone charged with a
penal offence has the right to be
presumed innocent until proven
guilty according to law in a
public trial at which he has had
all the guarantees necessary for
h is defence.
Article 13 (1):

Everyone has the right to
freedom of movement and
r esidence within the borders of
each state.
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Nelson Mandel a is committed to
freedom for h is people despite
diHicult political problems

"n

people-centred
society
of
freedom."
Such a society he said would
function in a manner that
"guarantees the political liberties and the human rights" ofall
citizens and would "extend the
frontiers of human fulfilment
and freedom."
Can we not pursue a similar
noble vision for Malaysian
society? Of course, we can - but
first, the ISA has got to go.
John Kim
ExcoMember
3June 1994

GARBAGE TOLL
Aliran is concerned about the
plan to privatise garbage collection and impose a fee based on
the amount ofgarbage collected.
We realise that the garbage
collection service provided by
several town councils has
deteriorated to such an extent
that many ratepayers are dissatisfied Some of these councils
have already privatised their
collection services, but still their
performance leaves much to be
desired Thus, privatisation per
se will not necessarily improve
the efficiency of garbage collection. All this is a far cry from the
situation in the sixties when
town councils provided excellent
service in collecting garbage on
a daily basis. Perhaps the reason
for the efficiency then was that
councillors were elected by the
public in local council polls thus
were forced to be more accountable to the ratepayers. Today's
counci11ors are merely appointed by their politico.l
masters and do not seem to possess the same sense of accountability to the public.
And what about the proposed
garbage collection fee? If
ratepayers have to pay such a
fee, then what happens to the
annual assessment they are
presently paying to the council?
Will the assessment be reduced

substantially to just a nominal
amount, since garbage co11ection, which accounts for the bulk
of the council's expenditure, will
no longer be carried out by the
local authorities? This is the crucial question for which we have
not yet received any clarification.
Rather than simply privatise
the problem away, Aliran urges
the Housing and Local Government Ministry to conduct an urgent study to find out why the
existing garbage collection service is in such a dismal state.
OngEu soon
ExcoMember
9June 1994

PROTECT
AGAINST SLORC'S
PARTICIPATION
We,
the
undersigned
Malaysian non-governmental
organisations strongly oppose
Thailand's invitation to the
State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) in Burma
to attend the ASEAN annual
meeting in Bangkok this July;
and further condemn the

ASEAN nations in continuing
the policy of 'constructive
engagement' with the SLORC.
The
'constructive
engagement' policy promotes
the idea that helping the
military regime of Burma open
up its economy is an important
step in bringing about a gradual
change towards democracy. In
actual fact, it brings no benefit to
the peoples of Burma who continue to be deprived ofhome and
dignity by SLORC's "silent war"
against them.
We resent the fact that the
ASEAN nations are recognising
the military regime of SLORC,
which has evidently abused its
people and continues to do so on
an unprecedented scale. The
SLORC cannot be recognised as
the legitimte ruling power of
Burma because it was absolutely and democratically dismissed
by the people of Burma in the
May 1990 general elections.
The righ tful leaders of
Burma have been arrested and
some detained under house arrest. Nobel Peace Prize winner,
Aung San Suu Kyi and 40 other
National League for Democracy
leaders were arrested on 20 July
1989 by the military junta as
they were seen as threats to the

The people of Burma have absolutely and democratically dismissed the SLORC
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5. Ce11tre for Community Studies
(CCS)
6. Democratic ActUm Party (DAP)
7. DAP Resource Centre
8. Daya GuolnQn Rakyal (Dagra)
9. I ~tstitul Pengajar411 Komunili,
Sarawak
10. Ma/Qysilln Action Front (MAF)
11. Selangor Graduotes Society
(SGS)
12. Society for Christian Rejkction (SCR)
13. Suora Rakyat Maklysill
(SUARAM)

16 June 1994

Aung s.n Suu Kyl rwnU\e under houM wr.l

military junta Aung San Suu
Kyi has been under house arrest
ever since and the others are
held as politicaJ prisoners and
prisoners of conscience.
In 1988, about 8,000 people
involved in demonstrations calling for the one-party military
rule in Bunna were killed.
'lbday, over 10,000 political
are
imprisoned
prisoners
(detained without charge or
trial), 500,000 urban poor have
been displaced and about 60,000
civilians have become refugees.
Members of the Muslim
minority in Rakhine (Arakan
state), sometimes known as
Rohingyas, were subjected to a
barrage of human rights violations leading to the flight of over
260,000 people to Bangladesh by
Ju]y 1993. Many were ruthlessly
killed when trying to resist the
military.
Yet, the world has been silent
about all these and a11ows the
devastations to prevail.
The ASEAN nations including Malaysia have recognised
the SLORC and are in good ~la
tions with the regime. Would
they respond similarly towards
the Serbian forces? On the contrary, the ASEAN nations con-

demn the ~rbs and defend the
Bosnians; so why the exception
to the equally brutal SLORC
regime?
We feel that the ASEAN nations are collaborating with the
SLORC in the hope of benefitting from Burma's natural
resources, which will be made
available to the growing
economies of the ASEAN region.
ASEAN countries including
Singapore are in competition to
invest in Burma while the
people of Burma continue to call
for "economic boycotts and to cut
all relationships with SLORC".
The
people
want
a
democratically elected government which can represent them.
They have little or no hope at all
on the national convention
drawn by the SLORC.
Therefore, we urge you to
reject the SLORC's participation
in ASEAN, in the interest of
democracy and human rights in
the region.
1. A~tgh1Ua11 Beli4/s/Qm Ma/Qysill
(ABIM)
2. A/iran Kesedmvm Negara
(AU RAN)
3. ASA MedUJ Ce~ttre
4. Ce11ter for Ora~~g Asli Concerns
(COAC)
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THOOTHAN
BANNED: A DARK
DAY FOR PRESS
FREEDOM
A1iran is shocked that the
publishing permit of Thoothan
has been revoked. No reason
was given but it would appear to
many r eaders that Thoothan
was suspended because of iU.
critical coverage of the MaikaTelekom shares scandal.
The Tamil bi-weekly, with a
circulation of25,000 is the latest
in a long string of publications
which have had their permits
revoked, suspended or restricted
in recent years.
. Thoothan's demise shatters
any lingering illusion about the
state of press freedom in
Malaysia. It shows that precious
little scope exists for alternative,
dissenting or opposing views in
the Malaysian mass media It
represents a gross violation of
the principle of freedom of expression, a universal human
right. The Tamil-reading public
has been denied access to an alternative source of news.
It is a dark day indeed for
those who cherish press freedom
in Malaysia.
A nil Noel Netto
ExcoMember

23June 1994

WHAT ABOUT THE
INTERESTS OF THE VOTERS?
he events following the recent
of this belief. It is to be hoped that
events of such nature will never ever
general elections in the state
of Sabah have unfolded
surface again."
another unique chapter in our conThis time around, the problem
stitutional history.
faced by the PBS was slightly difSoon after the results were anferent. Whereas in 1985 the wrong
nounced on Saturday,
19 February, a doubt
arose as to whether the
Parti Bersatu Sabah
(PBS), which had
secured 25 of the 48
scats in the Legislative
Assembly, was about
to Wldcrgo another experience similar to that
of 1985. On that occasion the PBS had
also been elected with
a majority but theYang
di-Pertua Negeri Sabah
had sworn in the leader
of some other party to
be the Chief Minister. Voters In S.bah: Shortchanged?
1llat remarkable
piece of political
adriotness became the
person was sworn in, now the person
subject matter of a coon case which
entitled to be the chief minister was
decided that the Swearing-in was
being made to wait to be appointed.
null, void and of no legal effect In
The Yang di-Pertua Negeri had
his judgement in that case, the Judge
been taken ill and was inilisposcd.
had this to say:As a result Datuk Joseph Pairin
"As disclosed by the evidence in
Kitingan, the leader of the PBS.
this action, the events which occould not be sworn in for almost two
curred at the Istana in the early hours
days.
of April 22, 1985 for the duration of
No doubt fearing that history
some hours, ending at about?.00 am.
might repeat itself he spent some 36
were those which all right-thinking
hours, in his car outside the gate of
members of the citizens of this
the Yang di-Pertua Negeri's
beloved democratic country of ours
residence, keeping vigil in case
would most certainly never have
someone might again steal a march
dreamt of ever happening, much less
on him and create another constituexpect that they would ever occur tional scandal. Fortunately, that did
but yet they had materialised. They
not happen.
have Wldoubtedly brought great
He was sworn in and appointed
shame and dismay to all responsible
on Monday, 21 February. and therecitizens who sincerely believe in the
upon named his Cabinet line-up and
of
parliamentary
principles
nominated the six persons - for the
democracy practised in our country.
Yang di-Pertua Negeri to appoint to
What happened is a blatant travesty
the Legislative Assembly according

T
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to the Constitution of the state of
Sabah.
On the results of the elections, it
was apparent to many people that the
PBS was in for a hard time.
While Datuk Pairin was waiting
for the Yang di-Pcrtua Negeri to be
well enough to perform his constitutional duty. his rival, the Sabah
Barisan Nasional chairman, Tan Sri
Sakaran Dandai, was waiting for

some of the PBS assemblymen to
defect and crossover to the Barisan
Nasional in the hope that the Bansan
Nasional might still get the majority
required to form the government and
that he might be the Chief Minister.
As it turned out no one defected.
at that stage, and the PBS was able
to preserve its majority to form the
new government.

AGAINST THE WISHES
OF TilE PEOPLE?
On the very day of Datuk
Pairin 's appointment. the Federal
Minister of Law was reported to
have told the Press that the legality
of the provision in the Constitution
of the stale of Sabah, which allowed
the party in power to nominate six
Assemblymen, was a legacy of the
colonial sy_stem and was incompatible
with
parliamentary
democracy as pr.lCtised in the

Pairin: Sworn in only aher • 36-hour vigil allhe

.,-a.ce g•••

country and should be challenged in
court to detennine its validity.
According to him, the provision
was not in line with the Federral
Constitution, in that it allowed the
ruling party, in this case the PBS, to
take an undemocratic step to fwther
its influence - it denied the people
their right to decide as to who should
govern, and the PBS, by appointing
the siJt additional assemblymen
would be acting against the wishes
of the people of Sabah, who had
made their decision through the
polls: and such a provision did not
exist in other countries where the
system of election was practised, as
it allowed the party which could not
get a sb'Ong mandate to take steps to
strengthen its position.
He said that the current situation
in Sabah was not right as the PBS
could continue to rule even if some
of its Assemblymen crossed over to
the Barisan Nasional.
The reasons given by the Minister foc questioning the validity of
the provision in question are flimsy.
It is too improbable to believe that
those who were responsible foc
drafting the Malaysia Agreement
and its Annexwes, namely, the
Malaysia Bill (later promulgated as
the Malaysia Act 1963, which
amended the Federal Constitution to

provide foc the inclusion
the states of Sabah,
Sarawak and Singapore in
the then Federation of
Malaya), the Constitution
of Sabah, the Constitution
of Sarawak and the Constitution of Singapore,
were not aware thru the
provision in the Sabah
Constitution was not to be
found in the Federal Constitution.
The provision has been
in existence foc some thirty years. Its validity has
never before been questioned.
Successive ruling parties within the Barisan
Nao;ional had made use of

it
Would anyone have doubted that
that same provision would have been
made use of by the Barisan Nasional
had the hoped for defections and
crossovers of PBS Assemblymen
taken place while Datuk Pairin was
keeping vigil in his car and waiting
to be sworn in?
Foc any member of the Barisan
Nasional to raise the issue almost
immediately after the party, not
within the Barisan Nasional. !,lad
been elected to office is unsavoury.
But for the Minister of Law to have
done so was extremely foolish and
unconscienable. It smacks of the
"bad-loser" syndrome.
In matters touching the validity
of constitutional provisions, a Minister of Law, especially, should exercise more restraint It is not a subject
on which one should shoot one·s
mouth off. It is, therefore, just as well
that the UMNO's Supreme Council
decided not to pursue the issue.
But what the Minister said about
the "current situation" in Sabah
(regarding the nomination of the siJt
Assemblymen being not right because it allowed the PBS to continue
to be the government "even if some
of its Assemblymen crossed over to
the Barisan Nasional") was
prophetic.
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Hardly three weeks later the PBS
was complaining of attempts being
made by Barisan Nasional leaders to
buy up PBS Assemblymen. One Assemblyman said he was offered
RMI million, and another mentioned RM2 million, to cross over.
These allegations were denied
by the secretary-general of UMNO,
who said that many of the PBS
Supreme Council members had
themselves decided to leave the
party because they had ~t faith in
the party due to the poor election
results: they were leaving the PBS
"for the betterment of their people
and not for selfish interests."

BETRAYAL AND
TREACHERY
In the midst of these allegations.
Datuk Pairin announced the dissolution of the Legislative Assembly.
Tile announcement was disputed by
the Yang di-Pertua Negeri who
denied having signed any order to
that effect
In a statement he issued, the
Yang di-Pcrtua Negeri called the announcement "utterly irresponsible,
mischievous, fabricated and an act
unbecoming of the office of the
Chief Minister of Sabah."
He has since lodged a report stating that what was said about his
having signed the order was not true.
Tile defections started with two
elected and one nominated Assemblymen resigning from the PBS
and applying to join parties within
the Barisan Nasional. Soon after that
the Deputy Prime Minister told the
Press that many more of the PBS
Assemblymen would be leaving the
party to join the Barisan Nasional: he
said many of them had contacted
their friends in UMNO, the Barisan
Nasional and himself expressing
their desire to leave the PBS and join
UMNO or the Barisan Nasional.
Leaders of the Barisan Nasional
were already publicly expressing
confidence that the Barisan would be
given the mandate to rule Sabah.
One said that the people of Sabah
wanted a stable government that was

"committed to developing the state
and which did not waste time on
in-fighting among its leaders."
By 15 March, nine PBS Assemblymen had resigned from the
party, with seven joining Barisan
Nasional component parties and the
other two forming thearown political
parties which were also applying to
join the Barisan Nasional.
The next day saw the Barisan
Nasional with 31 members in the
54-seat Assembly. A notice Wlder
the hand of all the 31 members was
handed to the Yang di-Pertua
Negeri, stating that the Barisan
Nasional commanded the majority
in the Assembly and appJying for the
Barisan Nasional to form the Sabah
Government, with Tan Sri Sakaran
Dandai as the Chief Minister.
In the light of this development,
Datuk Pairin resigned as Chief Minister on 17 March. At that time, only
five PBS Assemblymen remained
with the party. The others had
defected to join the Barisan Nasional
or Barisan Nasional component parties, or to register their own political
parties with a view to applying to
join the Barisan Nasional.
Following Datuk Pairin's resignation, Tan Sri Sak.aran Dandai was
sworn in as the new Chief Minister
and the people of Sabah were given
an as.<mrance that the Barisan
Nasional would embark on an aggressive implementation of all
government projects and implement
what it had IX'Offiised in its election
manifesto.

DEMOCRATIC RIGHT
NEGATED
Within four weeks of the elections, the electorate of Sabah, who
had elected the PBS with a majority.
found the opposing party ensconced
in office - their exercise of their
democratic right to vote their own
government had been negated by the
simple expediency of candidates
they had elected defecting to or joining the other side.
This was made possible because
the anti-hopping provisions of the

Dandai: Waited for some crossovers

Sabah State Constitution and of the
Kelant.an State Constitution had
been declared null and void by the
Supreme Cowt.
The Supreme Court in Dewan

Undangan Negeri Kelantan v Nordin bin Salleh (1992] 1 MU 697,
while accepting the proposition that
the right to be elected a member of
Parliament [or of a Legislative Assembly] was not a fundamental right
nevertheless
regarded
those
provisions as restricting the fundamental right of the defecting
member to form associations.
It premised its decision on the
principle that a legislation can be
struck down as being unconstitutional noc only if it directly infringes a
fundamental right under the Constitution but also if its inevitable consequence is to prevent the exercise of
the fundamental right or to make the
exercise of the right "ineffective or

illusory".
At page 718, Gunn Chit Tuan
SCJ said:"I would agree ... that the test
which must be applied is whether the
right claimed is an integral part of a
named fundamental right or partakes
of the same basic nature and character a~ the named fundamental right
so that the exercise of such right is in
reality and substance noU1ing but an
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instance of the exercise of
the named fundamental
right'. Applying that test, I
am of the view that the right
claimed by the respondents
in this case, i.e. the right to
leave one political party and
to join another is an integral
part of the fundamental
right of association or at
least partakes of the same
basic nature and character
as the freedom of association so that the exercise of
that right to leave one political party and to join another
is in ~ity and substance
nothing but an instance of
the exercise of the fundamental right of association guaranteed under
Article IO(lXc) of the Federal Constitution. The object of [the anti-hopping legislation] may ostensibly be
to curb defection from one political
party to another, but its direct and
inevitable consequence is the
~dgement of the respondent's
right of free association guaranteed
by the Fcder.ll Constitution. For that
reason. the impugned legislation
should be struck down."
In short, having taken the view
that the anti-hopping provisions constituted a restriction on the freedom
of association, it concluded that
those provisions of the Kelantan
State Constitution were unconstitutional because they were not imposed by Parliament which alone
was entitled under Article 10 of the
Federal Constitution to do so.

IS THE DECISION FAIR
TO TilE VOTERS?
With respect, the Supreme Court
appears to have missed the wood for
the trees. The interest of the electorate, and the concept under which
our system of democracy operates
(including the significance of the
voters' right to elect their representatives to the legislature) were not
given any due consideration: no account was taken of the fact that it was
not just the defecting members of

Parliament or of a State
Legislative
Assembly
who were affected by the
anti-hopping provisions
but that the voters had an
even greater interest in the
issue before the cowt.
If the rationale for the
existence of a Constitution is to promote and
maintain the orderly
workings of a democratic
society, then Constitutional documents must be
so consbUed as to give effect to the "rule by the
majority" concept, in the
sense the term is properly
understood to require

to achieve the desired
results and the menace
of defections grew to
such enormous proportions as to threaten the
very existence of the
democratic set up."
The menace became
a reality in India in the
1967 general elections
and its extent was examined in the Mian
Bashir Ahmad case.
In his judgement.
Abdul Hamid Omar LP,
touching oo the principles of interpretation
of Constitutional documents, referred to a
~tfortherightsofthe
statement of Barwick:
minority as well.
CJ in the Australian
Law Minister: Nomination of six Assemblymen under Sabah
The question that then law ia undemocratic
High Court case of Atarises must be whether
torney General of the
Commonwealth,
ex
defection by a Member of
prevent the "defector" from resignrelatione McKinley v CommonParliament or of a Legislative Asing from his membership of a politiwealth ofAustralia [ 1975] I 35 CLR
sembly is fair to the majority who
cal party but only prevents him from
have elected him - having repre1 at page 17:continuing to be a member of the
sented to them that he stood and
"that the ony bUe guide and the
legislature if he does so.
believed in the statements of intenonly course which can produce
There is equally no restraint on
tions set out in the manifesto of the
stability in constitutional law is to
him joining a new political party.
read the language of the constitution
political party on whose ticket he
There is also the matter of conoffered himself for election. is it not
itself. no doubt generously and not
vention which, in constitutional law,
pedantically,
but as a whole and to
a deception of those voters for him
forms as much a part of the Constitufmd
its
meaning
by legal reasoning."
to up and cross over to another party
tion as the expressed provisions. In
after he has been elected?
[emphasis supplied]
Parkash Singh Badal v Union of
In not giving due regard to the
Even at ftrst blush it does not
India AIR 1987 263 at page 278, the
wider context of what democracy
seem right to treat the voters in that
court, referring to ''The People and
itself entails, the Supreme Court did
way.
the Constitution" by Cecil S Emden,
not give the impugned provisions of
bnpression apart, the view that
said in its majority judgement:the anti-hopping law infringes the
the Kelantan Consitution (and of the
" ... a convention has grown up,
Sabah Constitution) the generous
fundamental right of the "dcfecta:"
though it is not altogether of a rigid
reading called for. Its decisions on
to freedom of association ignored
character. for mem bees to retire or to
the anti-hopping provisions have not
well-reasoned judicial decisions, alseek re-election, if they change their
produced the stabi]jty desired.
beit of another jurisdiction, that the
party allegiance on their view
1lle recent unprecedented defecright to be a member of a legLc;latw'e
regarding some vital political issue.
tions
by the PBS Assemblymen have
is a statutory one and can be taken
Even in the eighteenth century, conmade
a mockery of the Sabah
away by legislation; that there is no
scientious scruples occasionally led
general
elections and have brought a
such thing as a fundamental right to
members to resign their scats on aldemocratic process into disrepute.
continue as a member of the legislatering their political tenets. So. by
Having regard to what happened
hu-e; and that legislation providing
the proposed amendment [providing
for disqualification from memberin Sabah is there any point in the
for the disqualiftcation of a member
voters' being given the right to make
ship of the legislature arising from
in similar circumstances], whatever
their choice. when the exercise of the
"defection". for example, does not
was expected to be achieved by conright can be so easily rendered "inefviolate the fundamental right to
vention is sought to be enforced by
freedom of association because such
fective and illusory"? •
Jetter of law when conventions failed
a legislation does not, as a fact.
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PARTY-HOPPING

WHAT ABOUT THE
INTERESTS OF THE VOTERS?
Making mockery and bringing disrepute
to the democratic process
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